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Abstract 
This study details the role of genre enhancement and genre upgrading in 
four parodies by Thomas Morley. These four parodies, first published in 
11 
Morley' s The First Book of Bal/etts to Five Voices (1595), are based on villanelles 
from Luca Marenzio's collection I cinque libri di Canzonette, Villanelle et arie 
al/a Napolitana a tre voci (1584-1585). Through the application of specifie 
techniques, Morley transformed Marenzio's villanelles into parodies that, 
according to Morley's treatise A Plain and Easy Introduction to Practical Music, 
are higher in the genre hierarchy than their respective models. Comparative 
analyses will reveal the techniques of genre enhancement and genre upgrading at 
work in Morley's parodies. 
111 
Resume 
Cette étude traite de la fonction du perfectionnement et de l'amélioration 
de genre musical dans quatre pastiches de Thomas Morley. Ces quatre pastiches, 
publiés pour la première fois dans The First book of Ballets to Five Voices (1595), 
ont pour référence les villanelles provenant de la collection 1 cinque libri di 
Canzonette, Villanelle et arie alla Napolitana tre voci (1584-1585) de Luca 
Marenzio. À travers l'application de techniques spécifiques, Morley a transformé 
les villanelles de Marenzio en pastiches qui, selon le traité A Plain and Easy 
Introduction to Practical Music de Morley, sont supérieurs à leurs modèles 
respectifs d'origine dans la hiérarchie des genre musicaux. Des analyses 
comparatives mettront en évidence les différentes techniques de perfectionnement 
et d'amélioration de genre musical à l'œuvre dans les pastiches de Morley. 
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Introduction 
The publication of about fifty collections of madrigals in England between 
1588 and 1627 demonstrates the overwhelming popularity of the genre during this 
time.1 Although many of these madrigals were by ltalian composers, they rarely 
retained their originalltalian texts - most were "Englished," printed with 
translated texts. Several English composers, among them Kirbye, Weelkes, and 
Wilbye, went beyond mere translation by composing parodies based directly on 
ltalian models. Thomas Morley (1558-1602) was the English composer who was 
most drawn to, and most influenced by, the Italian madrigal school: aIl of 
Morley's publications from 1593 until his death are collections ofItalianate 
madrigals. Contained in his publications are 31 parodies (balletts, canzonets, and 
madrigals) based directly on Italian models? 
This study addresses the connection between parody and genre in 
Morley' s output, specifically parodies that are of a different genre than their 
models. Four such parodies are based on villanella models by the Italian 
composer Luca Marenzio (1553/4-1599). In his 1597 treatise A Plain and Easy 
Introduction ta Practical Music, Morley established a hierarchy of genre that 
1 Joseph Kennan, "Madrigal IV: The English Madrigal," in Stanley Sadie and 
John Tyrrell eds., New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd ed. 
(London: Macmillan, 2001), XV:566. 
2 This total is according to the list of Morley's madrigals compiled by Philip Brett 
with Tessa Murray s.v. "Morley, Thomas," in Stanley Sadie and John Tyrrell, 
eds., New Grave Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd ed. (London: Macmillan, 
2001), XVII:131-132. 
VI 
ranked the villanelle lower than the ballett, canzonet, and madrigal. When he 
composed parodies based on the villanelles of Marenzio, Morley always upgraded 
his villanelle models according to this genre hierarchy. Of the four parodies 
based on villanelles by Marenzio, two are upgraded by one level, and the other 
two are upgraded by two levels. Morley not only upgraded the genre of these 
villanelle models, but also enhanced their genre further by infusing each of his 
parodies with traits of genres higher still in his lntroduction's hierarchy. 
The main intent behind Morley's parodies was competition: to showcase 
outstanding command of Marenzio's musical material. To this end, Morley 
consistently applied several genre upgrading techniques throughout his parodie 
process. These fall into three main categories: "Competition," "Genre 
Enhancement," and "Modemization." This study examines aIl four of Morley's 
parodies based on villanelle models by Marenzio, in reference to Morley's 
techniques of genre upgrading. 
VIl 
Notes on the Editions 
The following modern critical editions provided material for the musical 
examples of this study: 
Gastoldi, Giacomo. Eight Balletti (1 596)for Five Voices or Instruments. London 
Pro Musica Edition. Edited by Bernard Thomas. London: Thesaurus 
Musicus, 1983. 
Marenzio, Luca. 1 cinque libri di Canzonette, Villanelle et A rie alla Napolitana a 
tre voci di Luca Marenzio. Collana di musiche sacre e profane deI XVI e 
XVII secolo, v. 12-16. Edited by Marco Giuliani. Trento: Edizioni Nova 
Scuola Musicale, 1995. 
Morley, Thomas. Thomas Morley: First Book ofBalletts. The English 
Madrigalists, v. 4. Edited by Edmund H. Fellowes, rev. by Thurston Dart. 
London: Stainer & Bell Ltd., 1965. 
In addition, the following primary source was consulted: 
Morley, Thomas. The First Book ofBalletts to Five Voices. London: Thomas 
East, 1595. Early English Books Online. 30 May 2007 
<http://eebo.chadwick.com> . 
In both the text and musical examples ofthis study, one-Ietter short forms 
refer to voice parts: Soprano (S), Alto (A), Tenor (T), Bass (B), and Quintus (Q). 
A number placed after this letter denotes a divided voice part, e.g. SI for Soprano 
l, S2 for Soprano 2. 
Musical examples often compare a section of a parody to its respective 
model. In examples such as these, the parody is on top, and the model is on 
bottom. The titles of the parody and its model, along with the measure numbers 
for the selection, are indicated above their respective staves. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Historical Orientation 
Definition of Parody 
Parody is defined as the reworking of a model composition into a new 
piece of music. In parody, "the whole substance of the source - its themes, 
rhythms, chords, and chord progressions .. .is absorbed into the new piece and 
subjected to free variation.,,3 According to Honey Meconi, parody in Renaissance 
involves various degrees of borrowing - sorne believe "the more literaI the 
polyphonic borrowing the greater the amount of parody; for others, the writing 
must go beyond mere quotation and involve genuine reworking of original 
material to qualify as parody or imitation.'''' Morley's parodies are of the latter 
kind: they are never mere quotations of their models, and always involve a 
genuine reworking of the original musical material. 
In his article "Emulation, Competition, and Homage: Imitation and 
Theories of Imitation in the Renaissance," Howard Mayer Brown discusses the 
act of, and reasons for, parody in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. These 
reasons include: using a model composition to guide a student's initial efforts 
(emulation), showcasing superior command of another's musical material 
3 Michael Tilmouth and Richard Sherr, "Parody (i)," in Stanley Sadie and John 
Tyrrell eds., New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd ed. (London: 
Macmillan, 2001), XIX: 145. 
4 Honey Meconi, ed., Early Musical Borrowing (New York: Routledge, 2004), 2. 
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(competition), and honouring another composer with the reworking ofhis musical 
material (homage). These three motivations for parody are interconnected: 
Because we cannot document the intentions of composers during the 
Renaissance, we shall never know whether such emulation or imitation 
was practiced to compete with other composers - to demonstrate superior 
expertise using the same musical material - or to pay them homage. In 
truth, the two impulses are doubtless closely related.5 
As a parodist, Morley's primary intent was to upgrade - to create a parody 
that was a better composition than its model. In his parodies, Morley not only 
paid homage to the models' composers, but also showcased his own 
compositional skills. Morley's main reason behind parodying, therefore, was 
competition: to reuse the musical material ofhis models in skilled and creative 
ways. Philip Brett states that Morley "took full and confident possession of [the 
models] he borrowed and added considerable musical interest to the loan.,,6 
A Concise History of the English Madrigal 
The English madrigal of the 1580s and 1590s was an offshoot of the light 
Italian madrigal, and in its heyday piqued the interest of most major English 
composers. Noted for its "startlingly frank embrace of foreign models,,,7 the 
5 Howard Mayer Brown, "Emulation, Competition, and Homage: Imitation and 
Theories ofImitation in the Renaissance," Journal of the American Musicological 
Society 35 (1982): 10. 
6 Brett with Murray, 129. 
7 Kerman, "Madrigal IV: The English Madrigal," 566. 
3 
English madrigal marks "a watershed in the history ofEnglish music."g The 
foreign models came to English composers via collections ofItalian madrigals 
with translated English texts - the most popular of these include Italian Madrigals 
Englished (published by Thomas Watson in 1590) and the Musica Transalpina 
series (two volumes published by Nicholas Yonge in 1588 and 1597). These 
collections filled a need among the rising merchant class in England for locally 
produced partbooks of stylish music to sing as after-dinner entertainment. In his 
1588 dedication of the first volume of Musica Transalpina, Y onge addresses this 
need: 
And albeit there be sorne English songs lately set forth by a great Master 
of Music,9 which for skill and sweetness may content the most curious: yet 
because they are not so many in number, men delighted with variety have 
wished for more of the same sort. 1 0 
Indeed, there was a great demand for these sorts of publications, and a strong 
market existed for Italianate madrigals with English texts. Morley was the first 
English composer to take advantage ofthis need, and he published his first 
collection of original madrigals (with English texts) in 1593. 
g Ibid. 
9 That is, William Byrd's Psalms, Sonnets and Songs published in 1588. 
10 Nicholas Yonge, Musica Transalpina: Madrigals translated offour,five and 
six parts, chosen out of divers excellent Authors ... (London: Thomas East, 1588), 
Early English Books Online, 19 May 2007 <http://eebo.chadwick.com>. 
Morley' s Life and Publications 
Thomas Morley (1557-1602), a pupil of William Byrd, received a 
Bachelor of Music degree from Oxford in 1588 and became a Gentleman of the 
Chapel Royal in 1592. Morley took over Byrd's publishing monopoly when it 
expired in 1596, and worked with Thomas East, who had also collaborated with 
Byrd as a publisher and distributor. Together they published five collections of 
original madrigals between 1593 and 1597. Morley also oversaw East's 
publication of a compilation of English madrigals in 1601 that included two of 
Morley's own madrigals. Table 1-llists these publications: 
Table 1-1. Morley's publications ofItalianate madrigals lJ 
Title Notes 
Canzonets, or Little Short Enlarged edition pub li shed in 1602 with two 
Songs to Three Voices added madrigals 
(1593) 1602 version later reprinted in 1631 
Madrigals to Four Voices: Enlarged edition published in 1600 with three 
The First Book (1594) added madrigals 
The First Book of Balletts Also published with ltalian texts in 1595 
to Five Voices (1595) English edition reprinted in 1600 
The First Book of Also contains two-part instrumental pieces 
Canzonets to Two Voices ltalian edition was produced in 1595, now lost 
(1595) English edition reprinted in 1619 
Canzonets, or Little Short 
Airs to Five and Six Voices 
(1597) 
Madrigals: The Triumphs A compilation of madrigals by English 
of Oriana to 5 and 6 Voices composers - includes two by Morley 
(1601) 
Il As compiled by Philip Brett with Tessa Murray s.v. "Morley, Thomas," in 
Stanley Sadie and John Tyrrell eds., New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, 2nd ed. (London: Macmillan, 2001), XVII: 131-132. 
4 
5 
For eight years, Morley invested his efforts as a composer and publisher in 
Italian-sty1c ballctts, canzonets, and madrigals. The cnthusiastic rcccption of the 
light Italian style on the Continent inspired this focus; for instance, Morley's 
Balletts (1595) was modeled on a 1591 collection by Giovanni Gastoldi - an 
extremely popular collection that was reprinted as many as twenty-three times by 
1640.12 Although they never achieved the extensive appeal of Gastoldi, Morley' s 
collections oflight Italian balletts, canzonets, and madrigals were well received in 
England, as evidenced by the reprinting of several ofhis publications at a time 
when very few English music books eamed this honour.13 Morley worked not 
onlyas a composer, but also as an "editor, translator, arranger, propagandist, and 
entrepreneur,"14 and was the first and most prolific English composer ofballetts, 
canzonets, and madrigals. Philip Brett writes: 
It seems almost as though Morley sought by sheer effort to transform the 
musical world bequeathed to him by Byrd, and before his comparatively 
early death he had to a large extent achieved his aims by stimulating an 
enormous music fashion that he himself, with an eye for business, was 
already in the process of deserting for new and potentially more profitable 
ventures. 15 
12 Jeremy Smith, Thomas East and Music Publishing in Renaissance England 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 79. 
13 Kerman, The Elizabethan Madrigal, 131. 
14 Brett with Murray, 129. 
15 Ibid. 
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Situating Morley's Parodies in his Output 
The collections listed in Table 1-1 contain 105 pieces: 15 balletts, 48 
canzonets, 41 madrigals, and 1 dialogue. Of these, 31 are parodies. AlI of the 
models upon which these parodies were based are by ltalian composers, and were 
published between 1569 and 1591. Appendix 1 contains a complete list of 
Morley's parodies and their corresponding models. 
Morley's opinions ofItalian music and the madrigal genres can be gleaned 
from his 1597 treatiseA Plain and Easy Introduction to Practical Music. 
Referred to by Brett as "a colourful piece ofpropaganda for ltalian music,,,16 
Morley's Introduction contains his own definitions of the ltalian madrigal genres 
and a list of six composers whose works he recommends for emulation. Indeed, 
Morley took his own advice - four of the six are among those whose 
compositions he used as models. Morley parodied these composers not only to 
pay homage to those he admired, but also to compete with them by showcasing 
his superior command of their musical materials. 
Morley's groundbreaking publications popularized ltalian-style balletts, 
canzonets, and madrigals in Elizabethan England. Sorne of Morley' s most loved 
and best-known works are parodies, including Hard by a crystal fountain (based 
on Croce's Ove tra l'herb'e'ifiori), Fire!fire! (based on Marenzio'sA la strada), 
16 Brett with Murray, 130. 
and Leave alas this tormenting (based on Lassus' Non mi date tormento ).17 
Morley was so successful as a parodist that his parodies became models for the 
next generation ofEnglish madrigals18 - a genre that would thrive weIl into the 
seventeenth century. 
17 Kerman praises these three parodies in The Elizabethan Madrigal (189-209). 
In Pills to Purge Melancholy, Lionel Pike describes Morley's Pire! fire! as "a 
masterpiece of the first water" (110). 
18 Kerman describes Morley's influence on the next generation of Elizabethan 
madrigal composers (including Weelkes and Wilbye) in The Elizabethan 
Madrigal (208-209). 
7 
8 
Chapter 2: Morley's Techniques of Genre Upgrading 
Literature Consulted 
Two scholars have studied Morley's parodie compositions in detail: 
Joseph Kerman in The Elizabethan Madrigal: A Comparative Study (1962), and 
Lionel Pike in Pills to Purge Melancholy: The Evolution of the English Ballett 
(2004). In The Elizabethan Madrigal, Kerman compares ten of Morley' s parodies 
to their corresponding models. 19 However, he employs no strict methodology and 
applies no consistent set of criteria to each model/parody pair. Kerman's 
discussions vary greatly in length and scope, as he treats only specific elements of 
each parody as examples of more general characteristics of the English madrigal 
genre. Consequently, these discussions reveal very little about Morley's parody 
techniques. Pike' s Pills to Purge Melancholy cpntains analyses of aIl of Morley' s 
balletts, including twelve parodies. While his analyses are more consistent in 
their level of detail than Kerman's, Pike do es not evaluate aIl of Morley's ballett 
parodies in the same manner. For example, Pike's analysis of Morley's Sing we 
and chant it (based on Gastoldi's A Heta vitaiO closely compares Morley's ballett 
to its model. In contrast, his analysis of Morley's Fire! fire! 21 contains barely 
any mention ofits model (A la strada by Marenzio). Pike's analyses of Morley's 
balletts are heavily coloured by his overarching evolutionary theory of the English 
19 Kerman, The Elizabethan Madrigal, 135-210. 
20 Lionel Pike, Pills to Purge Melancholy: The Evolution of the English Bal/eu 
(Burlington: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2004), 64-66. 
21 Pike, 110-114. 
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ballett - that Morley was an (inferior) impersonator of Gastoldi, and the true 
master of the English ballett was Thomas Weelkes. (This is evidenced in his 
chapter titles - Gastoldi as "The Maker," Morley as "The Jackdaw," and Weelkes 
as "The Scholar.") 
While this paper builds on the writings ofboth Pike and Kerman, it 
adheres to a strict analytic methodology in order to be consistent. The analysis 
will emphasize Morley's competitive mastery over, and improvement upon, the 
musical material ofhis models. 
Genres Present in Morley' s Parodie Output 
Morley has been criticized by scholars for failing to apply proper 
terminology in his ballett, canzonet, and madrigal compositions.22 Daniel 
Christopher Jacobson disagrees with this criticism. In his article "Thomas Morley 
and the Italian Madrigal Tradition: A New Perspective," Jacobson illuminates 
Morley's perspectives on the Italian madrigal genres in which he composed. 
Jacobson proposes, "Morley' s entire madrigalesque output can be classified as 
either a ballett, canzonet, or madrigal, according to his own theoretical 
descriptions ofthese genres.,,23 
22 Daniel Christopher Jacobson, "Thomas Morley and the Italian Madrigal 
Tradition: A New Perspective," Journal of the American Musicological Society 
14 (1996): 81. 
23 Ibid. 
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The first of the genres in which Morley composed, the ballett, flourished 
from 1591 to 1623.24 A ballett is a short, homorhythmic piece for three to five 
voices. Ballett texts usually deal with pastoral love, and a refrain of nonsense 
syllables ('fa la') is added to the end of each couplet or tercet. The form of the 
ballett is strophic, with an I:A Refrain:II:B Refrain: 1 repeat structure within each 
strophe. Due to its origins in dance, the ballett usually has a regular four-bar 
phrase structure, with well-defined cadences marking the ends of phrases and 
lin es oftext.25 AlI of Morley's nineteen ballets are composed for five voices, 
have 'fa la' refrains, and are closely modeled on ltalian balletts.26 
The canzonet, a light secular vocal piece that originated in ltaly in the late 
sixteenth century, developed from a fusion of characteristics of the madrigal and 
the three-voice villanella.27 The ltalian canzonet's musical features include a 
stanza form of AABCC, clearly separated phrases, and homorhythmic or lightly 
imitative textures. The English canzonet contains only one stanza, and has 
longer, more contrapuntal settings.28 The canzonets of Morley's output utilize the 
standard AABCC musical form along with several variants: ABCC, AABCBC, 
24 Richard Hudson, "Balletto," in Stanley Sadie and John Tyrrell eds., New Grove 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd ed. (London: Macmillan, 2001), II: 599. 
25 Pike, 2. 
26 Jacobson, 81. 
27 Ruth 1. DeFord, "Canzonetta," in Stanley Sadie and John Tyrrell eds., New 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd 00. (London: Macmillan, 2001), V: 
79. 
28 Jacobson, 81. 
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ABCA, and ABBC.29 In his Introduction, Morley states that the canzonet has 
three parts, structural repetitions, and smaller proportions than the madrigal. 30 
The term 'madrigal' was first coined in ltaly, and its use began in printed 
music around 1530 to describe the musical settings ofpoems ofvarious forms. 31 
The madrigals Morley was most inspired by were those published in Italy from c. 
1570 onward. In contrast to the ballett and canzonet, the English madrigal is 
usually for five or six voices, contains strict imitation, and is through composed 
(though occasionally the final phrase is repeated in an epigrammatic fashion, as 
occurs in Morley's madrigal Hard by a crystalfountain).32 Due to its through-
composed nature, the capacity of the madrigal for expressive text setting is greater 
than that of the stanza-based ballett and canzonet. The traits of the ballett, 
canzonet, and madrigal are summarized in Fig. 2-1. 
29 Jacobson, 85. 
30 Thomas Morley, A Plain and Easy Introduction to Practical Music, ed. R. Alec 
Harman, 2nd ed. (New York: W. W. Norton, 1973),295. 
31 James Haar, "Madrigal II: Italy, 16th Century," in Stanley Sadie and John 
Tyrrell eds., New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd ed. (London: 
Macmillan, 2001), XV: 547. 
32 Jacobson, 83-84. 
Fig. 2-1: Summary of ViJJanelle, Ballett, Canzonet, and Madrigal Traits 
Villanelle • Ballett Canzonet Madrigal 
Form Strophic form I:ARefrain:II:B Refrain: 1 AABCC usually Through-composed 
AABCC repeat structure form Common variants: Occasionally has refrain (text from last line of 
No refrain 'Fa la' refrain concludes ABCC, AABCBC, poem) concluding the entire piece 
each section ABCA, and ABBC 
No refrain 
Texture Homorhythmic Homorhythmic verses Use of light imitation Use of strict imitation, especially caccia 
Often voice parts move in Lightly imitative refrains Homorhythm introduced technique 
parallel motion, producing for texturaI variety Homorhythm introduced for texturaI variety 
parallel fifths 
Rhythm and Predominantly short note Rhythmic values al ways Predominantly note nere Rhythm is largely dependent on text subject 
Meter values (note nere)** note nere Always in duple meter and word accent 
Usually in duple meter Usually in triple meter Use of dotted rhythms Use of duple meter, with sorne triple meter 
Use of straight quarter-note Use of dotted rhythms sections for variety 
rhythms Use of note nere for light or pastoral subjects, 
note bianche ••• for sorrowful or expressive 
subjects 
Phrase Clearly separated phrases Regular 4 mm. phrases Clearly separated phrases Length of phrases varies greatly 
Structure that vary in length from 3 to Two phrases per section that are usually 4 mm. Use of melodic overlap between phrases 
5 mm. long 
Word Painting No word painting due to No word painting due to Minimal word painting Much word painting, especially with the use 
strophic form strophic form of chromaticism and note bianche 
Use ofhexachordal wordplay 
* Morley never composed any pieces in the villanelle genre, though he based four of his parodies on villanelle models. The traits of 
the villanelle are included in this table for ease of comparison. The villanelle genre is discussed in more detail on pp. 16-17. 
*. Note nere, or black notes, make up the regular kind ofrhythmic movement (quarter and eighth notes) in balletts (Pike, Pills to Purge 
Melancholy, 348) . 
•• * Note bianche, or white notes, are usually associated with a "suspension-Iaden and highly-expressive style" (Pike, Pills to Purge 
Melancholy, 348). 
Morley' s Hierarchy of Genre 
In the third part ofhis treatise, Morley de scribes and ranks each ofthe 
ltalian "light music" genres. Morley's hierarchy is outlined in Fig. 2-2: 
Fig. 2-2. The ltalian "light music" genres as described and ranked in Morley's 
Introduction33 
Rank Genre Morley's Description Composers 
13 
Appointed as 
Guides 
1 Madrigal " .. .it is, next unto the motet, the most F errabosco, 
artificial and, to men ofunderstanding, Marenzio, 
most delightful." Vecchi, 
Venturi, 
Giovanelli, 
Croce 
2 Canzonet The second degree of gravity Marenzio, 
A counterfeit of the madrigal Ferretti 
" ... wherein little art can be showed, 
being made in strains ... " 
3 Ballett "A slight kind of music ... devised to be Gastoldi 
danced to voices." 
4 Villanelle " ... the composer (though he were never None 
so excellent) will not stick to take many 
perfect chords of one kind together [i.e. 
parallel fifths and octaves], for in this 
kind they think it no fault... to make a 
clownish music in a clownish 
matter...as being good enough for 
plough and cart." 
5 Vinate "The slightest kind of music (if they None 
(drinking deserve the name of music) ... " 
sonjis) Framed by a vice 
6 Giustinianas " ... a wanton and rude kind of music it None 
(brothel IS •.• " 
songs) 
33 AlI of the information and quotations in Fig. 2-2 is found in Thomas Morley, A 
Plain and Easy Introduction to Practical Music, ed. R. Alec Harman, 2nd ed. 
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1952),294-296. 
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Morley only composed pieces belonging to his three top genres: balletts, 
canzonets, and madrigals. The ranking among his top three genres is supported 
by the number of composers he recommends for emulation in each genre: the 
most for the madrigal, the second most for the canzonet, and only one for the 
ballett. Morley never composed any villanelles, vinates, or giustinianas, and 
never used vinates or giustinianas as models. 
Only five of Morley's parodies undergo such extensive recomposition that 
their genre is altered. When the genre is altered in the parody process it is always 
to one that Morley considers higher in the genre hierarchy than its model. Four of 
these parodies (listed in Fig. 2-3) are based on villanelles by Marenzio. 
Fig. 2-3. Morley's parodies higher in the genre hierarchy than Marenzio's models 
Model Title Model Genre Parody Title Parody Genre 
Le rose fronde e fiori Villanelle Those dainty Ballett 
daffodillies 
A lastrada Villanelle Fire! fire! Ballett 
Al primo vostro Villanelle Lady, those Canzonet 
sguardo cherries plenty 
Fuggiro tanto am ore Villanelle Lo shejlies Canzonet 
The models listed in Fig. 2-3 are from Marenzio's 1584 and 1585 publications of 
villanelle et arie alla napolitana. These villanelle models are aIl upgraded to 
parodies ofhigher genres: balletts and canzonets. Morley's fifth parody higher in 
the genre hierarchy than its model, Leave, alas, this tormenting, is based on 
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Ferretti's canzonet Non mi date tormento. Leave, alas, this tormenting represents 
an anomaly among Morley's parodic output - a canzonet model that is upgraded 
to a madrigal parody?4 
If Morley honoured the madrigal above aIl ofthe other light Italian genres, 
then his publications might be expected to contain more madrigals than balletts or 
canzonets. However, this is not the case. Jeremy Smith states that this 
contradiction between Morley's theoretical writings and compositional output is 
due, in part, to Morley's shrewd business tactics and a keen understanding ofhis 
market for music publications: 
The main thrust of Morley's printing program ... was a calculated 
attempt. .. to bring the English madrigal itself in line with the more popular 
types of music in the markets of the European continent. Lighter styles of 
music were often derided and dismissed as inferior and ephemeral by the 
musical authorities ... but this style of music was clearly the mainstay for 
European music publishers ofthis era.35 
The fact that Morley refers to the motet as the most beautiful of aIl vocal music in 
his Introduction, but never published a single collection of motets, suggests that 
Morley was a "creative and self-interested monopolist whose ultimate goals were 
34 Non mi date tormento is also the oldest piece that Morley parodied (according 
to date offirst publication, which was in Ferretti's Il Secondo Libro delle Canzoni 
alla Napolitana a Cinque Voce of 1569). No critical edition ofthis canzonet is 
available. The author did obtain a microform version of tbis print intending to 
transcribe the piece to facilitate comparison between the mode1 and Morley' s 
parody; however, the quality of the microformed print was too degraded and 
therefore a usable transcription was not possible. 
35 Smith, 78. 
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to advance his music in various ways through the medium of print. ,,36 Morley' s 
intended audience was not interested in singing motets after dinner, but instead 
craved English versions of the light ltalian pieces that had become so popular 
thanks to the transalpine collections. Morley's audience demanded part-books full 
of light-hearted balletts and canzonets, not motets or serious madrigal s, to sing as 
entertainment. Morley's parodies not only upgraded the genre oftheir villanelle 
models, but also emulated the light-hearted style of these popular ballett and 
canzonet genres. Morley, then, trod a fine line between his sophisticated abilities 
as a parodist and the frivolity of the ballett and canzonet. 
The Marenzio Connection 
Of the list of composers that Morley recommends for emulation, Marenzio 
is the only composer recommended in two genres: madrigal and canzonet. In his 
Introduction, Morley recommends Marenzio as a guide because ofhis "good air 
[i.e., melody] and fine invention.,,37 AlI four of Marenzio's models parodied by 
Morley are villanelles: light, rustic part-songs of the mid-to-Iate sixteenth century 
written for three voiceS.38 Villanelles are characterized by a tune in the uppermost 
voice, homorhythmic textures, and syllabic word dec1amation. The lower two 
36 Smith, 80. 
37 Morley, ed. Harman, 294. 
38 Donna G. Cardamone, "Villanella," in Stanley Sadie and John Tyrrell eds., New 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd ed. (London: Macmillan, 2001), 
XXVI: 628. 
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parts of the villanelle often move parallel to the tune of the uppermost voice, and 
this motion frequently produces parallel fifths. 
Morley's villanelle models come from Marenzio's 1 cinque libri di 
Canzonette, Villanelle et arie alla Napolitana atre voci. 1 cinque libri was 
published in three quademi, and the models parodied by Morley are from the first 
quademo (Venice, 1584-1585). AlI three quademi were "evidently popular since 
they were frequently reprinted, and dedications of later volumes in the series refer 
to the speed with which the earlier ones had been taken up by musicians.,,39 
Morley must have been inspired by the popularity of Marenzio's villanelles, and 
basing four ofhis parodies on well-known villanelle models helped to ensure that 
his collections, like Marenzio's, would be reprinted. 
Morley was also influenced by the hybrid madrigal-canzonet genre that 
Marenzio introduced around 1580.40 The madrigal-canzonet "incorporated the 
light-hearted emotions, lively rhythms, reduced textures, and homorhythm of the 
canzonetta into the through-composed context of the madrigal, with its emphasis 
on texturaI variety oftextual expression.',4] Morley was inspired by Marenzio's 
hybrid madrigal-canzonets which, Jacobson says, "permeate not only the 
'Englished' transalpine collections but also his [Morley's] own published 
39 Steven Ledbetter and James Chater, "Marenzio, Luca," in Stanley Sadie and 
John Tyrrell eds., New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd ed. 
(London: Macmillan, 2001), XV: 839. 
40 Jacobson, 83. 
41 Gary Tomlinson, Monteverdi and the End of the Renaissance (Berkley: 
University ofCalifomia Press, 1987),33. 
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anthologies of Italian canzonets and madrigals.,,42 The madrigal-canzonet was a 
genre that was attractive both to Morley because of its sophisticated madrigal 
characteristics, and to his audience because of its light-hearted style. 
Morley's Techniques of Genre Upgrading 
Morley consistently applies eleven techniques of genre upgrading in the 
transformation of his villanelle models into ballett and canzonet parodies. These 
techniques, which fall in to three main categories (Competition, Genre 
Enhancement, and Modernization), are outlined in Figure 2-4 below. In 
subsequent paragraphs, Morley's techniques of genre upgrading will be referred 
to by the number and letter codes introduced in Figure 2-4. 
Fig. 2-4. Morley's Techniques of Genre Upgrading 
la. Increase in the 
.' number of vPices 
11:>. Replaeerrnmt of 
homof'hythm witll 
polyphooy and/or 
imitation 
le. Variety in the number 
of volces 
42 Jacobson, 84. 
2. Genre Enbancement: 
2a Addition ot a refrain 
(balletls orny) 
2b. Change of lorm 
2e. Admixture of genre-
• enhancing traitS 
3d RegufarizatiOn 01 
pnrase structl.lfe {balleUs 
onty) 
3. Modemlzation: 
. 3a. 8imiMlion of antiqualed 
de\l!ces 
31:>. Addition of cf1roma!lclsm 
le, Addition of eadentia! 
indlcators 
3d, use of Cadences that 
emphaslze tonicldomlnant 
poIarily 
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Morley's three categories of genre upgrading are by no means mutually exclusive. 
In particular, would be possible to place sorne of the operations of category 2 
(Genre Enhancement) under the heading of category 3 (Modemization), and vice-
versa. The operations are categorized as such in Fig. 2-4 for the practical 
purposes of carrying out analysis. 
1. Competition 
The fIfst category of genre upgrading is Competition. The techniques of 
this category spring from Morley's desire to showcase his compositional skills as 
being more advanced than those of the model's composer. This category lists the 
compositional decisions made by Morley that demonstrated his superior expertise 
with the musical material of the model. 
la. Increase in the number ofvoices 
In his Introduction, Morley does not discuss composition for any vocal 
combination ofless than five voices. Aside from ms 1595 collection oftwo-voice 
canzonets, most of Morley's madrigalesque output is for four, five, or six voices 
(primarily for five voices). In all ofhis parodies, Morley changes Marenzio's 
three-voice models into five-voice parodies. The addition ofvoices makes it 
necessary to alter and develop the musical material of the model in order to fit the 
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different vocal registers and vocal combinations that do not occur in the mode!. 
This alteration and development demonstrates Morley's superior expertise with 
the musical material ofhis model. Technique la is related to technique lc 
(below), since a greater number ofvoices in the parody creates a greater number 
of possible vocal combinations. 
1 b. Replacement ofhomorhythm with polyphony and/or imitation 
One of the major criticisms by modem scholars ofMorley's compositional 
technique is that he uses polyphony or imitation in an unnecessarily eIaborate 
fashion: 
Within these limits [of the light genres] he [Morley] paradoxically tended 
to eIaborate and develop his material, often for purely musical reasons, in 
a manner that ms Italian contemporaries might not have understood but 
that his master Byrd would at least have appreciated.43 
Within Morley's hierarchy, homorhythmic textures are more characteristic 
of the lower genres (i.e. villanelle, ballett), while polyphonic textures, especially 
imitation, are characteristic of the higher genres (i.e. canzonet, madrigal). In 
contrast to the homorhythm that permeates Marenzio' s villanelle models, Morley 
often uses polyphonic and/or imitative textures in his corresponding parodies. 
This showcases his mastery of contrapuntal technique and demonstrates his ability 
to develop Marenzio's simple homorhythm into more complex textures. 
43 Brett with Murray, 129. 
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lc. Variety in the number ofvoices 
Marenzio's models maintain their full, three-voice texture throughout the 
entire duration of each villanelle. Morley, in contrast, uses a variety of vocal 
combinations throughout his parody. This is made possible, in part, by the 
increased number of voices Morley has at his disposaI. In his parodies, Morley 
often sets sections for reduced numbers of voices where, in his model, a full-
voiced texture is present. The variety ofvoice combinations at work in Morley's 
parodies creates texturaI variances that are not present in the villanelle models. 
2. Genre Enhancement 
Genre enhancement consists of infusing a parody with traits that are 
indicative of a piece higher in the genre hierarchy than its model (e.g. admixing a 
ballett with traits of a madrigal). 
2a. Addition of a refrain (balletts only) 
The only genre in which Morley composed that, by definition, requires a 
refrain is the ballett. In order to transform the model into a ballett, it is necessary 
for Morley to add a refrain. 
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2b. Change of form 
Nearly all ofMarenzio's three-voice villanelles are strophic, and have an 
AABCC form within each strophe. When Morley makes a change of genre from 
model to parody, he must also change the form. For example, the AABCC form 
of the model villanelle must become an I:A Refrain:II:B Refrain:/ form ifthe 
parody is a ballet1. Morley accomplishes this change of form by combining the 
musical material of the Band C sections of Marenzio's villanelle into one section, 
the I:B Refrain: 1 section ofhis ballett parody. The A sections of Marenzio's 
villanelle and Morley's ballett correspond to each other. 
Of Morley's two canzonet parodies based on villanelle models, one retains 
the same form as its model (Lady, those cherries plenty, based on Al primo vostro 
sguardo). Morley's other canzonet parody slightly alters the form ofits model by 
adding an extra repeat - this creates an expanded AABCBC form (Lo she flies, 
based on Fuggiro tanto amore). 
2c. Admixture of genre-enhancing traits 
Morley always applies one of three genre labels to his light Italian pieces. 
These genre labels are primarily indicative ofthe form of the piece, be it ballett 
(I:A Refrain:II:B Refrain:/), canzonet (AABCC or the common variants listed in 
Table 2-1), or madrigal (through composed). The genre's label is also indicative 
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of its particular traits such as texture, rhythm and meter, phrase structure, and 
word painting. In addition to upgrading the genre labels ofhis models, Morley 
also infuses his parodies with the traits of a genre that is more than one level 
higher in his genre hierarchy. (For example, a ballett parody based on a villanelle 
is infused with madrigal characteristics.) 
Several examples of genre enhancement occur in Morley's parody Fire! 
fire!, based on Marenzio's A la strada. Fire! fire!, a ballett, has already 
undergone a change of genre - its model is a villanelle. Morley advances his 
ballett further still in the genre hierarchy by infusing it with the traits of a 
madrigal. This includes the expansion of the standard tonal space of the ballett, 
the lack of dance-like rhythm s, and the use of imitation, colourful word painting, 
and hexachordal wordplay.44 Fire! fire! is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 
2d. Regularization of phrase structure (balletts only) 
In Pills ta Purge Melanchaly, Pike states that the ballett's origins in dance 
"presupposes that there will be a regular [four-bar] phrase structure.,,45 Morley's 
regularization of phrase structure consists of transforming phrases of irregular 
length (two, three, or five measures) into phrases of four measures. An example 
ofthis occurs in MOrley's parody Na, na Nigel/a, based on Gastoldi's ballett 
Passa marir chi t'ama. Passa marir chi t'ama contains the only exception to 
44 Pike, 110-117. 
45 Pike, 2. 
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regular phrase structure found in Gastoldi' s Balletti a cinque vaci - its opening 
presents irregular phrase lengths. Morley "nonnalizes" this opening in his parody 
by adding an additional measure. Ex. 2.1 compares the SI part of Morley's 
parody with the S voice ofGastoldi's mode!: 
Ex. 2.1. Morley, Na, na Nigella (mm. 1-8, SI) compared with Gastoldi, Passa 
marir chi t'ama (mm. 1-7, S) 
Morley mm. 1-8 
SI voire 4 
No no no no Ni - gel 
Gastoldi mm, ].7 
S l'oice 3 
1 1 
+ 4 
la. Let who lis! prove tbec, j can . not love thce, 
2 2 
Pos • sa mo • rir chi t'a· ma Ni • gela"in • gra • ta, Sen· za fe na • ta, 
The A section of Gastoldi's ballett is an irregular seven measures in length, 
presenting a 3+2+2 phrase structure (based on long notes). Morley regulates this 
in his parody, lengthening ms A section by one measure to create an eight-
measure section with two regular 4 mm. phrases. Regularization of phrase length 
also occurs in Morley's two ballett parodies based on Marenzio villanelles; this 
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
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3. Modernization 
Since the upgrading of genre is the main purpose of the parodic process in 
these four modellparody pairs, then Morley must have carefully considered what 
constituted improvement not only for him, but also for his audience. The 
consumers of Morley's parodies were the upper-class amateur musicians of late-
sixteenth-century England, who were most interested in balletts, canzonets, and 
light madrigals. Marenzio's villanelles were composed in an outdated, rustic 
style, and therefore had to be modemized to the tastes of these vocalists. 
3a. Elimination of antiquated devices 
Steven Ledbetter and James Chater state that, in his three-voice villanelles, 
Marenzio "cultivated a certain artistic primitiveness, with frequent parallel fifths 
and other normally forbidden devices.''''6 These other "normally forbidden 
devices" include parallel octaves, cross relations with the lowest-sounding voice, 
and open fifths and octaves at cadences. AlI four of the villanelle models 
parodied by Morley contain antiquated devices that required change or 
elimination. Morley's parodies modemize Marenzio's pastoral models in part 
through the omission of these devices. 
46 Ledbetter and Chater, 839. 
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3b. Addition of chromaticism 
A common opinion among scholars is that Morley made use of very little 
chromaticism in his ballett, canzonet, and madrigal compositions. Kennan states 
that Morley is chromatically conservative, shunning "chromatic progressions 
[and] false relations.''''7 In the same vein, Brett states that Morley lacked interest 
in chromaticism, dramatic effect, and "word-painting of more than an elementary 
and perfunctory kind.''''8 Kian-Seng Teo, in his dissertation Chromaticism in the 
English Madrigal, disagrees, asserting that Morley makes significant use of 
chromaticism in his balletts, canzonets, and madrigals.49 Instead of comparing 
Morley to the most innovative users of chromaticism of the English madrigal 
school, Teo compares Morley's use of chromaticism to that of the composers he 
most often parodied, inc1uding Marenzio: 
A glance at the balletts of Gastoldi, or the canzonets of Anerio, Marenzio 
and F erretti, quickly convinces us that Morley matches and often outstrips 
his models in chromatics, not only in the extent of their use, but also in 
expressive intensity.50 
In his parodies, Morley often adds chromaticism that has no predecessor in the 
model. This addition of chromaticism modemized Morley's Italian models, 
47 Kennan, The Elizabethan Madrigal, 191. 
48 Brett with Murray, 129. 
49 Kian-Seng Teo, Chromaticism in the English Madrigal (New York: Garland 
Publishing, Inc., 1989), 185. 
50 Teo, 184. 
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bringing them in-line with the increasingly chromatic style practiced by 
madrigalists (both ltalian and English) of the 1590'S.51 
3c. Addition of cadential indicators 
In Marenzio's simple villanelles, the approaches to cadences (except the 
final cadence of the villanelle) are often not signified in any way. These cadences 
consist of two chords in which the penultimate chord acts as the dominant of the 
final chord. Other signifiers of cadence are the long duration of the final chord of 
the cadence, and the commencement of a new line of text directly following the 
cadence. Morley adoms these formerly plain interior cadences with cadential 
indicators, most commonly pedal points and suspensions, in his subsequent 
parodies. 
3d. Use of cadences that emphasize tonic/dominant polarity 
Morley's concept of "tonal organization" is outlined in the third part ofhis 
Introduction. In Morley's treatise, key refers to "an aggregate ofpitches, 
something that one can be in or out of, something that one can leave.,,52 Going 
out ofkey, according to Morley, is "one of the grossest faults which may be 
51 Kerman, The Elizabethan Madrigal, 212. 
52 Jessie Ann Owens, "Concepts ofPitch in English Music Theory, c. 1560-1640," 
in Tonal Structures in Early Music, ed. Cristle Collins Judd (New York: Garland 
Publishing, 1998),217. 
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committed. ,,53 Every key "hath a peculiar air proper unto itself, so that if you go 
into another than that wherein you began, you change the air of the song, which is 
as much as to rest a thing out of his nature. ,,54 Morley further defines going out of 
key by giving examples of mistakes, induding one ex ample that begins on G but 
ends on F.55 He goes on to explain that, although going out ofkey is a grave 
error, certain keys can be linked with each other. Jessie Ann Owens summarizes 
Morley's explanation: 
The "air of every key" is distinct, yet sorne [keys] like to be joined. Here 
he [Morley] retums to his starting point: you can begin in Garn ut (G) and 
end in C fa ut or D sol re, and retum to Gam ut ... what you cannot do, 
according to the example, is begin on G and end on F. 56 
According to Morley's criteria, Marenzio occasionally "go es out ofkey" 
in his villanelle models. For example, Marenzio ends the B section ofhis 
villanelle Al primo vostro sguardo on F (scale-degree 7), though the final of the 
villanelle is G - this directly replicates Morley's example ofwhat not to do found 
in his Introduction. The cadences of Morley's Lady, those cherries plenty (the 
parody of Al primo vostro sguardo) occur primarily on scale-degrees 1, 3, and 5; 
keys which, according to Morley's treatise, can legally be joined. 
Morley's parodies, unlike the villanelles on which they are based, are 
structured around cadential pillars of tonic and dominant. Kerman states, 
53 Morley, ed. Harman, 248. 
54 Morley, ed. Harman, 248-249. 
55 Morley, ed. Harman, 249. 
56 Owens, 217. 
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Almost always Morley' s first phrase stays in the tonic, and the second 
moves to the dominant...Morley's knack for reaching in a very sure 
fashion for both the dominant and the 'dominant of the dominant' gives 
him that 'fresh' quality that many writers have observed .... Examples may 
be multiplied in which Morley also takes care to exploit the mediant 
relationships, in both major and minor modes.57 
The cadence tones used by Morley and Marenzio are summarized in Fig. 2-5: 
Fig. 2-5. Summary of Cadence Tones used by Morley and Marenzio 
Composer Sc ale De2rees on which Cadences Occur 
Morley 1 2 3 5 
Marenzio 1 3 4 5 7 
In his ballett and canzonet parodies, Morley employs cadences on the tonic, 
dominant, supertonic (always a major tri ad - the 'dominant of the dominant'), and 
mediant, with the majority of cadences on the tonic and dominant. The individual 
sections of Morley's balletts and canzonets are frequently structured around a 1-
V-I framework: the section begins with a cadence on the tonic, moves to a 
cadence on the dominant, and then reestablishes the tonic with the final cadence 
of the section. Marenzio' s villanelles are not structured around any such 
tonic/dominant framework. His villanelle models contain cadences on the third, 
fourth, and seventh degrees of the modal scale, in addition to scale degrees 1 and 
5. The last cadence of a Marenzio's villanelle is the only cadence that confirms 
the modal final. 
57 Kerman, The Elizabethan Madrigal, 143-144. 
These techniques of genre upgrading are used by Morley in aIl of his 
parodies based on villanelle models. The theoretical basis of sorne ofMorley's 
parodic techniques is supported by the third part ofhis Introduction entitled 
"Treating ofComposing or Setting ofSongs." 
The Plain and Easy Introduction and Morley's Techniques of Genre Upgrading 
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Although he was a prolific parodist, Morley himself does not use the term 
'parody' in his Introduction, nor does he offer any instruction on how to compose 
a parody. It is unclear whether, by appointing certain composers as guides, 
Morley meant the student to use specifie compositions as models, or to simply 
study the works of these composers and emulate them in original compositions. 
Of the nine composers he lists as guides, six wrote compositions that Morley used 
as models. In addition to a list of recommended composers, the third section of 
the Introduction contains tips on how to compose in the light madrigal genres. 
Two ofMorley's tips correspond to techniques that he himself employed in his 
parodic compositions: the correlation of words and music, and variety of texture. 
1. The Correlation ofWords and Music 
Under "Rules to be observed in dittying," Morley explains that the nature 
of the text should always match the nature of the music, and "whatsoever matter it 
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be which you have in hand such a kind of music must you frame to it.,,58 Morley 
then proceeds to list textual characteristics and how they should be expressed in 
music: 
But those chords [notes] so taken as l have said before are not the sole end 
and only cause of expressing those passions, but also the motions which 
the parts make in singing do greatly help; which motions are either natural 
or accidentaI. The natural motions are those which are naturally made 
betwixt the keys without the mixture of any accidentaI sign or chord, be it 
either fiat or sharp, and these motions be more masculine, causing in the 
song more virility than those accidentaI chords which are marked with 
these signs, x [#] and b , which be indeed accidentaI and make the song, as 
it were, more effeminate and Ianguishing .... So that those natural motions 
may serve to express those effects of cruelty, tyranny, bitterness, and such 
others, and those accidentaI motions may fitly express the passions of 
grief, weeping, sighs, sorrows, sobs, and such Iike.59 
In his Introduction, Morley equates chromaticism with specific musical 
effects that relate directly to the subject matter of the text. Morley states that 
certain textual subjects should be expressed through the addition of chromaticism 
(sharps and fIats). As a parodist, Morley strove to represent the subject matter of 
his text by adding instances of madrigalesque word painting not found in his 
villanelle models - this includes the addition of chromaticism (genre upgrading 
technique 3b). 
58 Morley, ed. Harman, 290. 
59 Ibid. 
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2. Variety of Texture 
In compositions of five and six parts, Morley states that the composer 
"must have an especial care of causing [his] parts to give place to one another.,,60 
To achieve this, Morley recommends using rests and a variety ofvoice 
combinations: "go sometimes full, sometimes very single, sometimes jumping 
together, and sometime quite contrary ways.'061 "Full" and "very single" refer to 
the number ofvoices, while ''jumping together" and "quite contrary ways" refer 
to homorhythm and imitation, respectively. These recommendations correspond 
to genre upgrading techniques lb, "variety in the number ofvoices," and le, 
"replacement ofhomorhythm with polyphony and/or imitation." 
Morley's techniques of genre upgrading, as outlined in Figure 2-4 and 
described above, are used frequently throughout his four genre-enhanced parodies 
based on Marenzio's villanelles. The following two chapters discuss these 
parodies in relation to Morley' s upgrading techniques. Chapter 3 contains 
analyses of the balletts based on villanelle models: Those dainty daffadillies and 
Fire! fire!. Chapter 4 contains analyses of the canzonets based on villanelle 
models: Lady, those cherries plenty and Lo she jlies. 
60 Morley, ed. Harman, 294. 
61 Ibid. 
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Chapter 3: Morley's Ballett Parodies based on Villanelle Models 
Definitions and Origins 
ln his Plain and Easy Introduction to Practical Music, Morley calls the 
ballett "a slight kind ofmusic.,,62 Indeed, the ballett is the lightest of the three 
madrigal gemes in which Morley composed. Morley considers the inventor of the 
ballett to be Giovanni Gastoldi, who published the first collection of balletts, 
Bal/etti a Cinque Voci, in 1591 (though Orazio Vecchi published one ballett in 
1590).63 It was the overwhelming success of Balletti a Cinque Voci that inspired 
Morley to publish his First Book of Bal/etts in 1595 (despite the title, Morley 
never published a second book ofballetts). Though they never matched the 
success of Gastoldi' s collection, Morley' s balletts were popular in England - the 
1600 reprinting of Morley's collection is evidence for this. 
Morley based the fonnat of bis 1595 Bal/etts on Gastoldi' s 1591 
collection. Gastoldi's collection begins with fifteen five-voice balIetts, folIowed 
by three Mascherata de Cacciatori and ending with a canzonet and a dialogue (aIl 
for six voices). Morley's Bal/etts begins (as Gastoldi's does) with fifteen five-
voice balIetts. Pieces sixteen to twenty consist of five canzonets and one madrigal 
(alI for five voices), and the collection finishes with a dialogue for seven voices. 
Like the fonnat, much of the content of Morley's Bal/etts is based on Gastoldi's 
62 Morley, ed. Hannan, 295. 
63 Pike, 2. 
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1591 collection: ofthe twenty-one pieces in Morley's Balletts, eight are parodies 
ofballetts of Gastoldi. There are nine other parodies in Morley's Balletts.64 Of 
twenty-one pieces, only four are entirely original works. 
The balletts of Gastoldi appear simple when compared to the parodies that 
Morley based on them. The most frequent way in which Morley creates a more 
compositionally complex parody is by introducing polyphony and/or imitation in 
the refrains that end the A and B sections, while the balletts of Gastoldi are 
homorhythmic throughout. Morley produces texturaI variety by altemating 
homorhythmic verses with polyphonic, often lightly imitative 'fa la' refrains that 
contain the most interesting, developed musical material of the entire ballett.65 
Marenzio's villanelles, like Gastoldi's balletts, are largely homorhythmic 
throughout. As with his parodies of Gastoldi's balletts, Morley frequently 
introduces light imitation66 during the refrains ofhis ballett parodies based on 
Marenzio' s villanelles, though the villanelles do not have corresponding refrains. 
Morley based two ofhis fifteen balletts on villanelles by Marenzio: Those dainity 
64 The nine other parodies published in Morley's balletts of 1595 are based on the 
following composers' models: Vecchi (1), Trofeo (1), Marenzio (4), Ferretti (2), 
and Croce (1). 
65 Pike calls this feature "springboard," which he describes on p. 349 of Pills to 
Purge Melancholy: "In many English balletts the setting of the texted portion is 
more straightforward than that of the refrain (the latter burgeoning into a passage 
containing the most musical interest of the piece)." 
66 Light imitation occurs frequently in Morley's canzonets and light madrigals. 
This type of imitation features subject statements that are intervallically inexact, 
with entries often presented simultaneously in two voices (e.g. in parallel thirds or 
sixths). Occasionally, only the rhythmic content of the original subject is 
replicated, with the intervalic content of the subject statement being completely 
different from the original. 
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daffadillies (based on Le rose fronde e fiori) and Fire! fire! (based on A la 
strada). 
Both Fire! fire! and Those dainty daffadillies are upgraded one level in 
Morley's genre hierarchy, from villanelle to ballett. In addition to this upgrading, 
the following analyses of Those dainty daffadillies and Fire! fire! will 
demonstrate that Morley adds to his balletts traits of the canzonet and (especially) 
the madrigal, thereby infusing them with the traits of genres higher still in the 
genre hierarchy. MOrley's two balletts are far from the inferior copies of 
Marenzio's models that Pike describes;67 instead, Those dainty daffadillies and 
Fire! fire! are creative parodies that improve upon their villanelle models. 
1. Those dainty da(fadillies based on Le rose fronde e fiori 
Title Year NO.ofVoices Length (with repeats) 
Le rose fronde e 1584 3 A: 4 (x2) = 8 mm. 
fiori B:3mm. 
C: 5 (x2) = 10 mm. 
Total: 21 mm. 
Those dainty 1595 5 A: 10 (x2) = 20 mm. 
daffadillies B: Il (x2) = 22 mm. 
Total: 42 mm. 
Morley's Those dainty daffadillies is in the traditional ballett form of I:A 
Refrain:II:B Refrain:l, in contrast to its model, Marenzio's Le rose fronde efiori, 
which has an AABCC form. Morley changes Marenzio's villanelle into a ballett 
67 Pike, 126-128. 
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by absorbing Marenzio's Band C sections into the B section ofhis ballett. 
Morley also inserts 'fa la' refrains at the end ofhis verse couplets, resulting in a 
parody that is twice the length of its model. Morley increases the number of 
voices in his parody from three to five, but departs from the traditional ballett 
scoring of SI, S2, A, T, B: in Those dainty daffadillies, there are two bass parts 
instead of the usual two soprano parts. The A section of Morley's ballett is 
homorhythmic, and begins with two balanced, four-measure phrases. Marenzio's 
A section also contains two homorhythmic, balanced phrases, but these phrases 
are of an irregular length for a ballett (three measures); Morley therefore 
regularizes the phrase lengths ofMarenzio's A section. 
Measures 5-10 of Those dainty daffadillies contain a refrain that has no 
predecessor in Marenzio's model, though its material can be shown to have come 
from motives present in the model. Morley's A section refrain is reproduced in 
Ex.3.1a: 
Ex. 3.1a. Morley, Those dainty daffadillies, mm. 4-10 
!'. ;J;)-) --'---... =--' 
S 
'" -!'. Fa la (etc.) 
A 
'" ... ;:.;t~ ., 
fi Fa la (etc.) 
T 
fI ~. .,. 
fa la (ctc.) 
t 1 1:1 laM) J J 1 
SliB2 
f ..--
ra la (etc.) 
(f)ttWCrred 
-
1 1 1 1 
-
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Melodie motive 1 (as labelled in Ex. 3.1a) is based on the bass melodic fragment 
of the C section of Le rosefronde efiori. This is shown in Ex. 3.1b: 
Ex.3.1b. Marenzio, Le rose fronde efiori, mm. 9-13 
S 
ar dir ar • do rc, 
(j) mVe/kt! 
A 
t" 
O· dOl al . dir ar • do te, 
{1 
B 
O· dm al • dit ar do re, 
Melodie motive 1 is first introduced in m. 9 of Marenzio's villanelle. Morley 
alters Marenzio's original motive by replaeing the deseending leap of a fifth with 
a descending fourth, and by adding an anacrusis of an ascending third (twice filled 
in by step, once not) to the beginning of the motive. The S and A voices present 
an inverted form ofmelodic motive 1 in m. Il ofMarenzio's villanelle. Morley 
also uses melodic motive 1 in its inverted form in mm. 8-9 ofhis parody, and also 
briefly in his B section refrain, as illustrated in Ex. 3.1 c: 
Ex.3.Ie. Morley, Those dainty daffadillies, mm. 17-19, S, A, and T voices 
inversion <ïlnversioll (moditiedj s~(f~m~1 ~~I~ 
Fa la (etc.) 
,.»1
1
- version (modified) itnl\V~er~sio~n~ __ ~Qr;-~~~--~ï CD- 1 
Albm~~~ 
Fa la (etc.) 
fa la (elc.) 
In Ex. 3.1c, the inverted form ofmelodic motive 1 is repeated twice in 
succession in paralle1 thirds between the S and A voices (the paralle1 thirds in 
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Morley's parody emulate the paraUe1 thirds of the S and A voices of Marenzio's 
model, as found in Ex. 3.lb). At the end of the fIfSt iteration ofmelodie motive 1 
in Morley's parody, the S and A voices leap up a sixth - until now, Morley has 
always used the melodie interval of a fourth for this leap - for their final, 
rhythmically modified statement of the motive. This is done to aecommodate the 
entry of the T voice at m. 18. 
The B section ofMorley's ballett begins with a phrase that combines 
homorhythm and light imitation. This phrase is compared with Marenzio's model 
in Ex. 3.2: 
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Ex. 3.2. Morley, Those dainty daffadillies, mm. 11-13 compared with Marenzio, 
Le rose fronde e fiori, mm. 6-8 
Morley mm, To me a las __ of Iife and soul de - priv cd, 
1I-A3 4 , J 4 + 3 1 
--" P 
~r----I 1 , 
S/A 
f) ~ l'! ,. 1 'f r r r To me a - las of litè and soul pnv cd, 
fi ct , 
T 
t' 
-To me II . las __ of life and soul de priv cd, 
10 lne a • las of life and soul de priv cd, 
(j) 
- r-
" " 
1 1 1 1 
BI!B2 
11L-l1 ~, 1 r 1 r 1 r 
4 ~ 3 4 t 3 
To me a • las of life and soul de priv cd, 
Marenzio mm, 6-8 
fi G)I ï""1 1 
" " 
~ 
S/A 
f) ~.ei -- , r 1 !n'~1 l, '1 ~î -;:-~ cre scon man I1UO CIl 
B 
The me10dy in Marenzio's S voice (labeUed 'l'in Ex. 3.2) is referenced in 
Morley's parody by bis A, T, and BI voices, whose homorhythmic texture is 
reminiscent of mm. 6-8 of Marenzio' s model. Along with this homorhythm, 
Morley presents an imitative subject [Ifst in the B2 voice, then in the S voice 
imitated at the diapente. Morley's subject retains the same rhythm ofmelody 1, 
but its interval content is altered. Morley transforms melody 1 into what Pike 
caUs a "four-p1us-three" phrase - a melodic shape "consisting of a leap of a fourth 
in one direction foUowed by a leap of a third in the opposite direction and is now 
much more easily used for imitation.'.68 After a cadence on G in m. 13, Morley 
begins the second phrase of his B section with a semichoir of the lowest three 
68 Pike, 346. 
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voices, creating texturaI variety that is not present in the model. This second 
phrase of the B section is reproduced and compared in Ex. 3.3 with its 
corresponding phrase in Marenzio's villanelle: 
Ex. 3.3. Morley, Those dainty daffadillies, mm. 13-17 compared with Marenzio, 
Le rose/ronde efiori, mm. 9-13 
S 
A 
T 
S 
A 
B 
1\ 
Morley mm. n·l? \2:) 
t, 
priv 
-
cd. My spirits 
Il (î; 
v ~ ~ 
priv cd. Myspiril$ 
Il ~) 
Marenzio mm. 9·13 
1\ ®~----------~----~ 
'J 
!C, O·d"r or · dir or - do 
1\ (î; 
V ~~.d()r dir ar - do ar · 
......, 1 
't3 ~ . · re. • dor ___ '" ar· dir ar 
th~y have 
thcy have TC 
do 
Cadentton C 
TC viv 
viv 
Clldcnce ouF 
l'C. 
re. 
" 
rc, 
cd, Fa 
cd. Fa 
In both Morley's parody and Marenzio's modeI, the beginnings ofthese 
new sections (mm. 13 and 9, respectively) are inflected chromatically with a cross 
relation (between the A and B voices in the model and the T and BI voices in the 
parody, as indicated by arrows in Ex. 3.3). The purpose ofthese cross relations is 
to move the triads from the sharp side (D major in the model, G major in the 
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parody) back to the flat-sided home key (F major for both model and parody). 
Morley, however, accomplishes this more smoothly with a shift from aG-major 
triad to a G-minor triad in mm. 13-14 - this shift between major and minor 
qualities of triads with the same root is the most common way a cross relation is 
employed in ballett style.69 This smoothness is enhanced by the occurrence of the 
cross relation in the same register, though in different voices. In contrast, 
Marenzio's cross relation creates an awkward juxtaposition - it very audibly 
occurs between the alto and the lowest voice (bass), does not occur in the same 
register, and is a bridge between two triads that are not related by root like those 
of Morley's parody (a D-major triad and an F-major triad). Marenzio's 
progression from aD-major triad to an F-major triad in the same position creates 
parallel fifths that are not replicated in Morley's parody. 
In his B section, Morley reuses two of Marenzio' s melodies (labelled '1 ' 
and '2' in Ex. 3.3). Melody 1 is used only briefly by Morley in the BI voice of 
his parody in m. 15. Melody 2, as presented by Marenzio's S and A voices in 
paralle1 thirds in mm. 9-11, is altered by Morley in order to create a subject for 
imitative presentation. First, Morley alters the melody to begin with an ascending 
skip of a third, rather than the stepwise ascending motion of Marenzio' s melody 
2. The melodic leap of a third allows the entries to occur in close succession 
while still creating legal vertical sonorities. Second, Morley alters melody 2 
rhythmically, using the durational pattern·1 ~ J I.I.J J instead of 
69 Ibid. 
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Marenzio's -J--.j9----IlhJ5I-----&-J- durational pattern. This rhythmic alteration 
creates a displacement of note attacks, resulting in an increase in rhythmic motion 
and complexity. The imitative textures present in Morley's B section led Pike to 
remark that this section of Those dainty daffadillies is "much nearer to the 
canzonet rather than the ballett in style.,,70 
The final cadence of Le rose fronde e fiori includes a single suspension as 
a cadential indicator, and each voice ends on an F pitch class. Morley adds other 
cadential indicators to the final cadence ofhis parody, including a passing seventh 
(B-flat) in the A voice and a suspension. The final sonority of Morley's ballett is 
a complete F-major triad, eliminating the outdated, hollow-sounding octaves that 
end Marenzio' s villanelle. 
Many genre upgrading techniques are at work in Those dainty daffadillies. 
Overall, the change ofform and the addition oftwo refrains at the ends ofboth 
sections of the ballett correspond to genre upgrading techniques 2b and 2a, 
respectively. Morley's transformation of Marenzio's opening from two phrases 
of irregular lengths (3 mm.) to phrases of a regular, four-measure length matches 
technique 3d. In his B section, Morley replaces Marenzio's homorhythm with 
light imitation (technique lb) and introduces texturaI variety with a reduction of 
voices that has no predecessor in the model (technique 1 c). Morley also 
eliminates two antiquated devices (technique 3a) found in the C section of 
70 Pike, 103. 
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Marenzio's villanelle: the parallel fifths in m. 9, and the hollow-sounding cadence 
in m. 13. The second ballett of Morley's based on a Marenzio villanelle, Fire! 
fire!, contains many of these same genre upgrading techniques, as weIl as others 
not present in Those dainty daffadillies. 
II. Fire! Ore! based on A la strada 
Title Pub. Year No.ofVoices Length (with repeats) 
A la strada 1585 3 A: 8 (x2) = 16 mm. 
B:9mm. 
C: 7 (x2) = 14 mm. 
Total: 39 mm. 
Fire! fire! 1595 5 A: 12 (x2) = 24 mm. 
B: 32 (x2) +1 = 65 mm. 
Total: 89 mm. 
Fire! fire! is one of the few Morley balletts praised outright by Pike in 
Pills to Purge Melancholy: 
In Morley's piece [Fire! fire!] we have a masterpiece of the first water; it 
is a ballett that, for once, has vigor and power, and a sense of massiveness. 
And it is a ballett that - as we shall so often see - strives towards the 
condition of the madrigaC1 
The "sense of massiveness" to which Pike refers is the ballett' s increase in the 
number ofvoices of its model from three to five, resulting in a thicker sound and 
texture throughout. This increase provides Morley with a more extensive palette 
of voice combinations than is available in A la strada, and Fire! fire! thus 
contains much more texturaI variety than its model. In terms ofform, Marenzio's 
71 Pike, 110. 
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villanelle A la strada has a standard AABCC villanelle structure; Morley's ballett 
parody follows the standard I:A Refrain:II:B Refrain: 1 ballett fonu, swapping the 
SI and S2 voices during the repeats of the respective sections. As in Those dainty 
daffadillies, the musical material of Marenzio's C section is absorbed into the B 
section of Morley's ballett. 
Morley borrows the rhythmic structure of the first phrase ofhis A section 
directly from Marenzio' s villanelle, including its commencement on a weak beat 
and its use of a rhythmically-offset SI voice. Morley's use of Marenzio's 
opening rhythmic structure moves bis parody away from the strong-beat-oriented, 
dance-like rhythms of the traditional ballett. The first phrase of the ballett 
prolongs one triad (F major), as does its corresponding phrase in the villanelle (0 
major). Marenzio's A section ends with a cadence on C. In contrast, Morley's A 
section ends with a cadence on F, replacing Marenzio's cadence on scale-degree 4 
with a cadence that reinforces the tonie of the ballett. Marenzio's A la strada 
does not receive confirmation of its final (0) until the final cadence of the piece. 
The second phrase of Morley's A section (Ex. 3.4) contains altemating 
entries whose rhythm is made up of a quarter note followed by a half note: 
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Ex. 3.4. Morley, Fire!fire!, mm. 4-7 
my heart. 
my heart, mv heart, my heart. 
heart, my heart. 
This rhythm, resembling the beating of a heart is an example of madrigalesque 
word painting.72 It has no predecessor in Marenzio's model. 
At first blush, it seems that Morley's A section refrain (Ex. 3.5b) has little 
to do with the phrase in Marenzio's villanelle upon which it is based (Ex. 3.5a). 
The refrain is twice as long as Marenzio's phrase, and ends with a cadence on F 
(scale-deg:t;ee 1) while Marenzio's A section ends with a cadence on C (scale-
degree 4). However, there are striking similarities: 
Ex. 3.5a. Marenzio, A la strada, mm. 7-9 
S/A 1 
B 
~ P= . . . o . fl 
.. , œDi 5 -;- 1 1 0 5 .> . . o . 
..",: 
-
o Di o. 
72 Ibid. 
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Ex. 3.5a presents the section of Marenzio's villanelle upon which Morley's A 
section refrain is based. Chordal parallelism from mm. 7-8 in all three voices 
(labelled 'P' in Ex. 3.5a) creates paraUe1 thirds/tenths between S/A and AIB voice 
pairs, and paralle1 fifths (twe1fths) between the S and B voices. 
Ex.3.5b. Morley, Fire! fire!, mm. 7-12 
Œl 
Fa la etc. 
Morley's A section refrain is reproduced in Ex. 3.5b. As is expected, Morley 
eliminates Marenzio's illegal paraUe1 fifths; however, Morley does saturate his 
refrain with paralle1 thirds (labelled 'P' in Ex. 3.5b) in two pairs ofvoices: S1/S2 
and T/B. These paralle1 thirds, mirroring those in Marenzio's villanelle, enable 
dual presentations of the subject in the paired voices and create texturaI variance 
within the refrain. This texture graduaUy becomes a five-voice one and, in mm. 
11-12, changes into homorhythm that closes with a cadence on F. 
After a short introductory phrase to section B, Morley begins his treatment 
ofMarenzio's 'sighing' section: 
Ex. 3.6. Morley, Fire! fire!, mm. 16-22, compared with Marenzio, A la strada, 
mm. 12-17 
f 
Morley mm. 16-22 
-
1 1 
SI 
• '" 
1L 
Ay __ me, ~~ mC'--r--l 1 sv- and cry me. 
S2fA 
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t.- v 
Ay me. Ày 1 Il rt !d u t:L,[ me, cry 
1 J J J 1 h, 1 1 J 
Ay me, 
1 Ir~. ~ [it ~d Ay cry me, 
In Ex. 3.6, Morley and Marenzio begin in the same place harmonically - a D-
minor triad. However, the contexts in which these D-minor triads occur are 
different for each composer. Morley's D-minor triad (m. 16) appears in an F-
major context, and is followed by a descending fourth sequential bass from mm. 
16 to 19 in order to destabilize the F-major harmony that has permeated the ballett 
at this point. In contrast, Marenzio's D-minor triad (m. 12), with its F natural, is 
strongly indicative of the G-Mixolydian modality of Marenzio's villanelle. 
Marenzio's entire phrase (mm. 12-17) expands this D minor harmony, and his B 
section ends on an A-major triad (the dominant ofD minor). 
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After the A-major tri ad in m. 17, Marenzio moves directly to aC-major 
tri ad (m. 18) via a cross-relation that occurs between parts oftwo different 
registers and among triads oftwo different roots, similar to Ex. 3.3 (though it 
sounds less awkward than the cross-relation in Le rose fronde e fiori due to the 
rest in m. 18). Morley, as in Those dainty daffadillies, moves from aG-major 
triad toward the flat-sided home key ofF major through a shift to a G-minor tri ad 
in m. 22. This involves a cross-relation, but is once again less harsh than that 
used by Marenzio because it occurs in the same register and between inner voices, 
and uses triads with the same root (in this case, G major and G minor). 
In Ex. 3.6 (mm. 14-16), Marenzio's top voice is rhythmically offset from 
his lower two voices. Morley transplants this offset rhythm to his SI voice and 
subsequently augments it; this motive then becomes a suspension. Morley's note 
bianche of mm. 16-20 are strikingly appropriate to the text: 
The expressive qualities of slow suspensions ... had an attraction, 
particularly if a text required the illustration of grief .... The change to 
slower - white-note - motion carries with it two dangers: that during such 
passages interest might lag, and the sense of forward motion might drop. 
The âpplication of suspensions in white notes .. .is a natural way of 
avoiding both such difficulties.73 
The text in this section, "Ay me," is certainly indicative of grief. Morley's use of 
note bianche contrasts directly with the note nere ("black notes") ofMarenzio's 
73 Pike, 109. 
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villanelle. Morley introduces suspensions in his SI voice in order to maintain a 
sense offorward motion during this note bianche. The use ofboth note bianche 
and note nere rhythms in different sections of the same piece is a trait associated 
with the madrigal. In Ex. 3.6, Morley moves Fire! jire! further away from the 
traditional ballett and its limited variety of note nere rhythms.74 
The final part of Morley's B section and its refrain adopt very little 
musical material from Marenzio's model, and are almost entirely newly 
composed. In his B section refrain, Morley eliminates the paraUeI fifths found in 
mm. 21-22 of A la strada, instead opting for frequent paraUeI thirds between the T 
and B voices (similar to the paraUeI thirds found in his A section refrain). 
Morley's B section refrain uses a specifie kind of imitation: soprano concertante, 
or caccia, technique75 in mm. 32-33, 35-37, and 39-42. Caccia technique is 
frequently used to exploit the registraUy-cIose relationship between the two 
soprano voices of five- and six-voice madrigals: Morley's Hard by a Crystal 
Fountain, based on Croce's Ove tra l'herb'e 'ijiori, contains several instances of 
caccia. The final cadence of Marenzio's villanelle ends on G pitch-classes in aIl 
three voices; Morley eliminates this hoUow final sound, and his final cadence 
ends on a complete F-major triad. 
74 Ibid. 
75 "Soprano concertante," a term coined by Denis Arnold is his article "Croce and 
the English Madrigal" (Music & Letters 35: 309-319), is a technique used by 
composers of light Italian music to create texturaI variety in imitative sections. 
Soprano concertante consists of the exact imitation of a subject at the same pitch 
level at close rhythmic separation, which gives the impression that one voice is 
chasing the other (Pike, on p. 345 of Pills to Purge Melancholy, refers to this as 
caccia, or chase, technique). 
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In Pills to Purge Melancholy, Pike daims that Fire! fire! is structurally 
based on the three hexachords/6 and accompanied by several plays-on-words 
based on the solmization syllables Elizabethan singers would have applied to 
Morley's baUett.77 For example, Pike states that if the F-major opening is thought 
of in the natural hexachord, then 'fa' would occur on F - 'fa' is also the first 
syUable of the word 'fire.' Pike even goes so far as to state that the altemation 
between C and E in the S2 voice on the text 'my heart' (see Ex. 3.3) "might well 
encourage [the singer] to imagine that 'my heart' was being emphasized by the 
idea of 'me alone' ['sol mi' - a playon these words in Italian].,,78 Here, Pike 
writes, the C would be solmized as sol in the flat hexachord, and E as mi in the 
natural hexachord. During the A section refrain, the hannony gradually moves 
flatward to E-flat major (see Ex. 3.5b). According to Pike, the E-flat is 'fa' (as in 
the refrain text 'fa la') in the transposed soft hexachord beginning on B-flat: 
The use offa (E-flat) is the culmination of a series of fa chords that draw 
attention to the fact that 'fa' (Fire!) is rife and spreading. This is a striking 
use ofboth the hexachord and the 'Fa la' refrain as a madrigalian - and 
very unbaUetic - device.,,79 
Though Pike's hexachordal analysis of Fire! fire! is speculative at best, it 
presents the possibility that Morley was implanting his ballett with extramusical 
76 That is, the natural hexachord (aIl white notesfrom C to A), soft hexachord (F 
to A, aU white notes except for B-flat), and the hard hexachord (white notes from 
G to E) that were used in detennining solmization syUables during the 
Renaissance. 
77 Pike, 111-114. 
78 Pike, 113. 
79 Pike, 112. 
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meaning on an abstract level. Hexachordal wordplay and word painting like that 
of Fire!fire! is not found in the villanelles of Marenzio, nor in typical ltalian 
balletts (e.g. those ofGastoldi) due to the strophic nature ofboth genres. 
Dramatic word painting is more indicative of the through-composed madriga1.8o 
Morley's Fire! fire! is a radical departure from, and remarkable 
improvement on, Marenzio's simple villanelle A la strada. Through the 
obliteration ofMarenzio's antiquated devices (genre upgrading technique 3a), 
inclusion ofboth note nere and note Manche in the same work (2c), addition of 
colourful word painting (2c), and use of texturaI variety (1 c), Morley upgrades 
Fire! fire! by infusing it with madrigalesque traits. In Fire! fire!, Morley has 
taken a model of an inferior genre and created a parody that climbs the genre 
hierarchy past the ballett, into the summÏt category of the madrigal. The 
admixture of genre-enhancing traits is also found in Morley's canzonet parodies 
based on villanelle models - the subject of the next chapter. 
80 Pike, 111. 
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Chapter 4: Morley's Canzonet Parodies based on Villanelle Models 
Definitions and Origins 
Unlike the ballett, the canzonet does not have a hallmark feature such as 
the 'fa la' refrain to render it instantly recognizable. According to Ruth 1. 
DeFord, the canzonetta developed in sixteenth-century Italy "from a fusion of 
characteristics of the three-voice villanella (also called 'canzone alla napolitana') 
and the madrigal."SI Italian canzonets have an AABCC repeat structure and 
consist of three to fOUf short strophes. English canzonets retain the AABCC 
repeat structure, but use single-stanza texts set to longer, more contrapuntal 
musical settings.82 The canzonet, because of its light-hearted style, appealed to 
the Elizabethan public more than the serious madrigal, and English composers 
often incorporated aspects of its character and form into madrigals.83 Morley, in 
his Introduction, defines the canzonet thus: 
[Canzonets are] little short songs (wherein little art can be showed, being 
made in strains [stanzas], the beginning ofwhich is sorne point lightly 
touched [presented in light imitation], and every strain repeated except the 
middle) which is, in composition of the music, a counterfeit of the 
Madrigal. ... And if you think them worthy of yOUf pains to compose them 
you have a pattern in Luca Marenzio and John [Giovanni] Ferretti ... 84 
According to Morley, it is the tripartite design, structural repetitions, and use of 
light rather than strict imitation that sets the canzonet apart from the madrigal. 
81 DeFord, 79. 
82 Ibid. 
83 Jacobson, 82. 
84 Morley, ed. Harman, 295. 
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These elements could theoretically limit compositional creativity, and Morley, the 
theorist, questions the worth of the genre. However, Morley, the composer, most 
definitely did find canzonets "worthy of [his] pains" - Elizabethan amateur 
singers demanded light-hearted music, and Morley obliged by composing 48 
canzonets (the largest representation ofany of the genres in which Morley 
composed). This demand for light music required Morley to find a balance 
between his sophisticated compositional abilities and the frivolity of the canzonet 
genre. In order to demonstrate his compositional creativity within the canzonet 
genre, Morley intemally lengthened the sections of the AABCC form and made 
use of imitative textures. As a result, Morley's canzonets are more analogous to 
through-composed works than strophic ltalian canzonets. A through-composed 
form is a traditionally madrigalian trait: 
English composers leamed to think of their own canzonets not as 
strophic ... but composed through, like madrigals. This was a rather happy 
misunderstanding of the essential nature of the ltalian canzonet. lt 
encouraged and even compelled the English to extend their canzonets in 
sorne way: to make them longer, more elaborate, more madrigalesque, and 
of more musical interest apart from the poems to which they are set. Thus 
the English canzonet tends to merge with the madrigal... 85 
The increase in length, elaboration, and musical interest, and use of 
madrigalesque traits in Morley's canzonets is evident when his canzonet parodies 
are compared with their models. Of Morley's fourteen canzonet parodies, two are 
based on villanelles by Marenzio: Lady, those cherries plenty, based on Al primo 
85 Kerman, The Elizabethan Madrigal, 158. 
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vostro sguardo, and Lo she flies, based on Fuggiro tanto amore. Both of these 
villanelle models were fIfst pub li shed in 1 cinque libri di Canzonette, Villanelle et 
Arie alla Napolitana a tre voci (first quaderno, book one, 1584); Morley's 
subsequent parodies were first published in his 1595 Balletts (which, despite its 
title, contains four canzonets, one madrigal, and one dialogue, in addition to 
fifteen balletts). The two comparative analyses of this chapter will demonstrate 
the presence ofboth genre upgrading (the change of genre from villanelle to 
canzonet), and genre enhancement (the admixture of madrigalesque traits into the 
canzonet) in each ofMorley's canzonet parodies. 
III. Lady. those cherries plenty based on Al primo vostro sguardo 
Title Pub. Year No. of Voie es Length (with repeats) 
Al primo vostro 1584 3 A: 6 (x2) = 12 mm. 
sguardo B:3mm. 
C: 6 (x2) = 12 mm. 
Total: 27 mm. 
Lady, those 1595 5 A: Il (x2) = 22 mm. 
cherries plenty B:7mm. 
C: 20 (x2) +1 = 41 mm. 
Total: 70 mm. 
Lady, those cherries plenty is Morley's only parody based on a Marenzio 
villanelle that retains the same repeat structure as its model (AABCC). This form 
is greatly expanded, however, in the parody, which is more than twice as long as 
its model. Morley adds two voices to the original three of the model, creating a 
parody that has two tenor parts: Quintus (Q), the higher tenor, and Tenor (T), the 
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lower tenor. Aside from the addition of two voices, the most obvious difference 
between the two pieces is modality: though they keep the same final, Al primo 
vostro sguardo is in G-Dorian (G final, B-flat key signature), while Lady, those 
cherries plenty is in G-Mixolydian (G final, no key signature). 
The A section of Al primo vostro sguardo is homorhythmic throughout. 
The A section of Lady, those cherries plenty is divided into three phrases, the first 
ofwhich is for three voices only (S, Q, and T) - this opening three-voice texture 
alludes to the overall three-voice texture ofMarenzio's villanelle. The second 
phrase of Morley' s parody contains texture more commonly found in a madrigal 
than in a canzonet: strict imitation, which directly contrasts with the 
homorhythmic texture ofMarenzio's mode!. The subject of Morley's strict 
imitation is first presented in the T voice in mm. 4-5, and subsequent entries are 
imitated at the diapason and dia pente (see Ex. 4.1, below). Morley's second 
phrase closes with a cadence on D in m. 8, after which the texture changes to light 
imitation. As shown in Ex. 4.1, aU of the entries from mm. 8-11 begin on scale-
degree 5 rather than scale-degree 1. The light imitation begins with the T voice's 
entry in m. 8, followed by the S and A voices simultaneously in parallel thirds. 
The A voice presents a nearly complete version of the subject; the S voice, 
however, presents the subject only rhythmically. Beginning in m. 9, the Q and B 
voices state their versions of the subject simultaneously in parallel thirds (tenths) 
in a manner similar to that of the S and A voices in m. 8. The A section closes 
with a cadence on G, the tonic (m. Il). 
Ex. 4.1. Morley, Lady, those cherries plenty, mm. 4-11 
Subjcct 
Imitation at dwpa.'d-OII 
Is«oOO I~lm", 1 
4" s~~~~~~~~~~ 
which grO\v 011 your lips dain 
Suhja-t altcred rhythmkally in tu. 5 
f) imitation at t11li.WlU~ 
AI~~~~~~~~~~ 
V with !l'1lw _T:'; yOUf lis 'J ~:r dain ty, on IiI" dain 
Subject 
Imitafion af diapt'ftlc> 
Il 
Q 
which grow on your lip. dain t Subjcct 
fl 
T 
~J which grow ''0 yùur iiI" clain . ty. which grow on y"ur lil" clain 
Suhjcct altcred rh)1hmicaily in lTI. (, 
Imitation at };UhdÙlptl'OÙHI 
1 
B 
which grow on yOUf lips clain 
Subjecl prc:SCnted ûmtl11llllcQu,. .. ly in S and A 
voiœi;: (mm .. 9-11) ~mdQ.lnd B voiœs: (mm. 10-11 ~ 
Cadcfi({!'onG 
V 
• ty. which grow on yOUf ____ _ lips dain ty . 
Su~jcct 
" A 
~ ., 
Iy. which grow on your ____ _ Hps dain Iy. 
Il ~~~e:!.:.':.hX~~l;.~J~! ________ _ 
Q 
t 
• ty. on yOUf Hps d"in 
Il 
grow on your on your Hps da in ty. 
SubJe<:( - rll}1bm on1}" 
SanIe a:; S subjcct from mm. 8-9 
-,.-------------------,--, Bl~~~~~~~~~~ 
Iy. which grow on your Hps dain ty. 
At the beginning of his B section, Morley moves from the polyphonie, 
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five-voice texture that ended his A section to a homorhythmic, four-voice texture. 
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The first phrase ofMorley's B section is compared with Marenzio's B section in 
Ex. 4.2: 
Ex. 4.2. Morley, Lady, those cherries plenty, mm. 11-14 compared with 
Marenzio, Al primo vostro sguardo, mm 7-9 
Morlcymm.Il-14 Roolmo!,onbvllllhs Cd D 
fl 1 1 
a ence on 
S/A 
t! t 1 ~ ,1 1 tjc ~ lan ~r ~Jish Il \VI 1 J 
QiB 
t lv 1 1 1 v 
Mfrtnzio ,nL 7-9 Chordal pamlldism and paralle! t1fths Nil cadence 
fJ J 1 1 
S!A 
tJ 1 
'. 
, 
\0 d~ • 5 ~ [' , Fe . rI . 5 for . te 
.---. 
B : 
, 
As shown in Ex. 4.2, Marenzio ends the B section ofhis villanelle with three 
paralle1 triads that ascend by step, creating paralle1 fifths between the outer 
voices. Morley removes these paraUe1 fifths in his parody, using instead chords 
whose roots ascend by fifths in mm. 11-13 (the Roman Numeral analysis in Ex. 
4.2 demonstrates this root motion). At the beginning of the C section ofhis 
parody, Morley again avoids the paraUe1 fifths found in Marenzio's model, this 
time by using contrapuntal 5--6 technique. This is illustrated in Ex. 4.3: 
Ex. 4.3. Morley, Lady, those cherries plenty, mm. 17-21 compared,with 
Marenzio, Al primo vostro sguardo, mm. 10-12 
Morleymm.17-2! Then now, while yet they last them, 
1\ 1 1 1 1 1 1 
QfT 
~ Intervals bctween 1 16 15 16 15 1 1 QandBvoices: 5 - - 5 - 3 - 5 3 
-.. 
B : 
Then __ now, ___ while yet_ they last them, 
Marenzio mm. 10-12 
Chordal parallelism and parallel fIfths 
Il l'I-
S/A 
v t 1 1 1 5 
"6 5 Jol5 ~i 5 ru li, Ch'io g~ -
B 
" Ci'io grid'__ "0 dol - ci lu - mi, 
Ex. 4.3 contains the first phrases ofMorley's and Marenzio's respective C 
sections. Marenzio's C section, like his B section, is once again saturated with 
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chordal parallelism, resulting in a chain of descending parallel fifths between the 
Sand B voices. Instead ofremoving any trace ofthis antiquated device as in Ex. 
4.2, Morley, in Ex. 4.3, uses a consonant suspension figure in the Q voice in m. 
18 to avoid the parallel fifths that would otherwise occur between the Q and B 
voices. To prevent the parallel fifths that would be caused by motion from an F-
major tri ad to aG-major triad in m. 20, Morley simply skips up a third in the B 
voice on the second quarter-note beat of the measure, creating 5--3--5 interval 
pattern between the Q and B voices. 
The final part of Morley's C section (mm. 24-38) is lightly imitative, 
borrowing its subjects from the final phrase ofits model (mm. 12-15). This is 
demonstrated in Ex. 4.4: 
Ex. 4.4. Morley, Lady, those cherries plenty, mm. 24-27 compared with 
Marenzio, Al primo vostro sguardo, mm. 12-15 
Cadence onG 
fi Morley mm 24·27 (~) let mc pull and J ,......, laS1C theln. 
SfA g ~e ~~II , Jnd t~<;te 
:.h2'!.1~~~~tx ____________________________ . 
.., 
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o let me pull and taste Them. () let me etc. 
fi 
-
1 ,....., 
QlT 
Ji 1 1 .1 () Ict me pull and ta~tc___ them. 
®~--------------------------~, 
{) let me pull and tas te them. 
In m. 13 of Marenzio' s villanelle, the melodies of the Sand B voices contain the 
same rhythm but move in contrary motion. These two melodic lines are adopted 
by Morley for the final phrase of his C section. The descending melody (labelled 
as 'l'in Ex. 4.4) is presented successively by Morley's B, T, and S voices. In 
fact, Morley's melody 1 contains aimost exactly the same pitches as Marenzio's, 
with the exception ofMarenzio's A that is replaced by a B-natural. Morley's A 
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voice presents the ascending melody (melody 2) starting in m. 25, while the Q 
voice presents only the rhythm of the subject in mm. 24-26. As shown in Ex. 4.4, 
Morley, by transforming the melodies found in m. 13 of the villanelle, spins the 
simple homorhythm of Marenzio's model into light imitation that is more 
appropriate to the canzonet genre. 
In the final part ofhis C section, Morley creates texturaI variety by 
following statements of the subject with rests, and melodic variety by using the 
subject in both its original and inverted forms. Morley's A and Q voices engage 
in caccia technique in mm. 29-31, presenting statements of the subject at the same 
pitch level in close succession. The final cadence of Al primo vostro sguardo is 
marked with an ornamented suspension in the A voice (mm. 13-14), and ends 
with a G pitch-class in each of the villanelle's three voices. Morley adds as a 
cadential indicator a long D pedal in the B voice (mm. 34-37) that is briefly 
doubled in the S voice (mm. 36-37). Lady, those cherries plenty ends with a 
complete G-major tri ad as its final sonority, eliminating the hollow-sounding 
octaves of the final cadence of Marenzio's villanelle. 
The final cadence of Marenzio's model is the only cadence of the entire 
villanelle on G, the modal final. Morley's parody, in contrast, confirms G major 
" 
with cadences on G at the ends of each of its sections. The formaI divisions of 
Lady, those cherries plenty are structured on a polarity oftonic and dominant: the 
establishment of the tonic (G major), an intermittent move to the dominant (D 
major), and the reestablishment of the tonic. This is in contrast to the modal 
cadences of Al primo vostro sguardo. Consider Example 4.5: 
Ex. 4.5. FormaI divisions, harmonic framework, and cadences of Lady, those 
cherries plenty compared with Al primo vostro sguardo 
A 
m.l 
..n. .................... .. 
v (v6l v 
m.l m.3 01.4 1 m. 6 on B-llatl 
Marenzio 
v III 
B 
ln 15 m12 fi .--
t) ... H-
.... .0:: R- -ft- .CL 
: 
1 V J 
fi 
01.7 m.9(nocadence) 
,t) 
51 5 5 
: 
III 
C ln 18 
tl 
m 25-3, 
.. .. 
Morl\:y 
t) ~. v 
----------- "'<; 
. \...., ~'')Z~ ----6--5--3 ~~ .0. .0. n ,'~ -a- +n co:: : 
1 IV V 1 Vped. 1 
tl 
m.W 01.12 m.13 Imm.150nGj 
-
) t) 5 51 
~ 
s 5 5 5 
Marenzù 
: 
v_V 
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Example 4.5 is a reduction that outlines the formaI divisions and cadences of 
Lady, those cherries plenty (top staves) and Al primo vostro sguardo (bottom 
staves). The bold letters above the staves indicate the section, and the solid 
verticallines divide the sections into individual phrases. Measure numbers and 
cadences (boxed text) for both the model and its parody are indicated above their 
respective stave s, harmonic analysis is indicated below these staves, and interval 
relationships between voices (where relevant) are between staves. Arrows 
indicate register transfers, while dashed lines connecting notes mark cross 
relations. 
The cadences of Morley's A section follow a tonic-dominant-tonic 
framework. The frrst cadence of the A section (m. 4) establishes the tonic. After 
moving briefly through the minor dominant (D minor), the second phrase of 
Morley's A section ends with a cadence on D major (m. 8). The third phrase of 
Morley's A section again moves briefly through the minor dominant to the final 
cadence of the section on the tonic (G) in m. Il. In contrast, Marenzio's A 
section does not begin by establishing G, the modal final of the villanelle. 
Marenzio begins instead with a dominant tri ad (D major), touching on a G minor 
triadonly briefly in a neighbour motion. The second phrase of Marenzio's A 
section ends with a cadence on B-flat major (scale-degree 3) in m.6, failing to 
resolve the F -sharp in m. 3. 
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Morley' s B section, like his A section, contains a tonic-dominant-tonic 
structure. The first phrase of MorIey's B section establishes the tonie, and then 
moves to a cadence on the dominant in m. 14. The second phrase begins in the 
dominant, and ends by reestablishing the tonie with a cadence on G in m. 17. The 
structure of Marenzio's B section is completely different - it moves from B-flat 
major through a string oftriads with parallel fifths to a stop on an F-major triad, 
the dominant ofB-flat (there is no cadence at the end of Marenzio's B section). 
In the first two sections ofhis parody, Morley has replaced Marenzio's modal-
sounding emphasis on B-flat (and its dominant) with poles oftonic and dominant 
cadential harmony. 
It is in his C section that Morley first mirrors Marenzio with a cadence on 
C (m. 21), paralleling Marenzio's arrivaI on C major in m. 12. (Once again, this 
stop is not confirmed by a cadence.) While Morley arrives on C major via 
contrapuntal motion, Marenzio moves from a G-minor triad to aC-major triad 
through another chain of triads '\vith parallel fifths. As OCCUfS in the ballett Fire! 
fire! and its model (see Ex. 3.6), the C-major triads at this juncture of Lady, those 
cherries plenty and Al primo vostro sguardo are treated differently due to the 
separate tonal and modal contexts in which they OCCUf. For Marenzio, the C-
major tri ad is part ofhis overall focus on B-flat major: his B section ended on an 
F-major triad (the dominant ofB-flat), and this C-major tri ad is the dominant ofF 
major. For Morley, the establishment ofC major with a cadence in m. 21 is part 
of an overarching cadential progression that makes up his entire C section: l -IV-
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V-I. Marenzio finally confirms his modal final in the last cadence in m. 15 - the 
only cadence on G in the entire villanelle. Morley, who has already established 
his G tonic with three previous cadences, reconfirms G by repeating the final 
dominant-to-tonic progression in an expansive fashion in the third phrase ofhis C 
section. 
The cadential framework ofMorley's canzonet is based on tonic/dominant 
polarity, whereas the cadences of Marenzio's villanelle result in a "going out of 
key" according to Morley's Introduction. The difference in cadential structure 
between model and parody corresponds to genre upgrading technique 3d (use of 
cadences that emphasize tonic/dominant polarity). Other genre upgrading 
techniques at work in Lady, those cherries plenty include the replacement of 
homorhythm with both light and strict imitation (1 b), variety in the number of 
voie es at the beginning of the B and C sections (le), the elimination ofparallel 
fifths in both the Band C sections (3a), and the addition of a pedal point as a 
cadential indicator (3c). The second canzonet of Morley' s based on a Marenzio 
villanelle, Lo sheflies, contains many ofthese same genre upgrading techniques, 
as well as others not present in Lady, those cherries plenty. 
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IV. Lo she flies based on Fuggiro tanto amore 
Title Pub. Year No. of Voices Length (with repeats) 
Fuggiro tanto 1584 3 A: 7 (x2) = 14 mm. 
amore B:5mm. 
C: 7 (x2) = 14 mm. 
Total: 33 mm. 
Lo sheflies 1595 5 A: 12 (x2) = 24 mm. 
B: 5 (x2) = 10 mm. 
e: 18 (x2) = 36 mm. 
Total: 70 mm. 
In his canzonet Lo she flies, Morley once again increases the number of 
voices to five from the three ofMarenzio's villanelle model Fuggiro tanto amore, 
adding another soprano part as the fifth voice. The AABCBC repeat structure of 
Lo she flies is a commonly-used variant of canzonet form - it is this "extra" 
repeat, coupled with the internaI expansion of each section, that makes Morley's 
parody more than twice as long as its model. 
The opening five measures of Lo she flies are strikingly similar to those of 
its model; however, Morley exploits the larger number ofvoices in his parody by 
adding entries of a characteristic melodic fragment borrowed from Fuggiro tanto 
amore. The openings of Lo she flies and Fuggiro tanto amore are reproduced in 
Ex. 4.6: 
Ex. 4.6. Morley, Lo sheflies, mm. 1-5 compared with Marenzio, Fuggiro tanto 
amore, mm. 1-5 
Morleynml.I-5 
~ 1 1 ~ rJ when 1 woo her. fl 1 v, L 1 
SI/82 
Il) 1 
fl Lo she flies, II} $he flics, II} shdli". whcnl won __ her. 
A 
Il) i· l rt~.lo ~~o Lu shc mes. sbe Hie. whcn ) her, 
_-i jrJJ: ..bJ t 1 _~ J w~r J ",00] her, - - <:> 
TIB 
Lo she llics._ :0 she Ilics,_ fo shemc, whon ) \\'00 ber, 
Marenzio mm. loS 
fug • gi. ro. Fug - gi - ro, Fug - gi - ro 
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fl 1 -k T l 'lll Il J 
SiA m~~tI~t~r~'~~~v .. ~1~Er~I.~'~~V.~~I~~~~~~I~~I§~ ,~~,ê~~3 
Fug - gl . 1"0,__ fug - gi - ro, ~ - g. fo tant' A - mo rc 
'* -&- l Bl~~~~~~~~~§ 
" l'ug • gi - ro, fug • gi - ro. Fug . gi. ro, tun( A-mo . rc 
In Ex. 4.6, Morley's parody is compared with its model on a measure-by-measure 
basis. The melodic fragment that permeates this section of Marenzio's villanelle 
at various transpositions - ct Fllg • gi. ro. 
- is appropriated by Morley for 
his canzonet. In mm. 1-3 ofhis model, Marenzio places entries of the melodic 
fragment on the first and second beats of each measure: the first entry occurs in 
parallel thirds (between the Sand B voices in mm. 1-2 and between the A and B 
voices in m. 3), and the second entry follows in the leftover third voice. Morley 
saturates his opening five measures with the melodic fragment to a greater extent 
than Marenzio. In each of the first three measures of Morley's parody, entries of 
the mélodic fragment occur on the first, second, and third beats: parallel thirds 
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between the SI and S2 voices and the T and B voices on beats one and two, 
respectively, and a single entry in the A voice on beat three. These three 
measures of entries in both Marenzio's model and Morley's parody are graphed in 
Figure 4-1 below: 
Fig. 4-1. Structure of entries in mm. 1-3 of Lo she fiies and mm. 1-3 of Fuggiro 
tanto amore 
Measure 1 2 3 
Beat 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Sop.l ~ 
SOI). 2 ~ Morley 
ÏDv. 
'" Alto ~ 
Tenor --*. -JI; A- i " 
Bass --"< 
" 
A 
Sop. :: <"~~-,, lit 
Marenzio Alto * 
Bass 
In Fig. 4-1, entries of the melodic fragment are indicated by x's, with the 
subsequent horizontal line indicating the duration of the fragment. The melodic 
fragment usually lasts for four quarter notes; an asterÎsk (*) indicates a melodic 
fragment that is truncated by one quarter note. 
The increased number of entries in Morley's parody heightens the texturaI 
variety compared to that found in Marenzio's model. This texturaI variety is 
augmented by Morley's inclusion of an inverted form of the melodic fragment 
(labelled 'inv.' in Fig. 4-1), which enters after the A voice's truncated conclusion 
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of the melodic fragment in m. 3. By using its inverted form, Morley exploits the 
full versatility of the melodic fragment: the A voice's inverted entry occurs 
simultaneously with entries in the T and B voices, creating a thickly-textured, 
three-voice version of the fragment. 
AlI of the musical material that Morley needed for the opening three 
measures ofhis parody was provided by Marenzio's mode!. Morley, by adding 
entries and creating a more contrapuntally complex opening, placed himself in 
competition with Marenzio in the use of the melodic fragment. This competition 
enabled Morley to showcase his compositional skills by creating elaborate 
textures that are more indicative of a madrigal than a canzonet. 
Both Morley and Marenzio end the first phrases of their respective A 
sections on an E-major triad: Morley ends with a Phrygian half cadence, and 
Marenzio with a stop on E major (no cadence). In the second phrase ofhis A 
section, Morley reduces his texture to the three uppermost voices, presenting a 
lightly-imitative phrase that concludes with a cadence on A (m. 8). Morley then 
uses the same subject for a more madrigalesque, strictly-imitative phrase 
presented by aIl voices in mm. 8-12, and subsequently ends this phrase with the 
final cadence of the section on A. Marenzio' s A section, in contra st to Morley' s, 
ends with a cadence on C (scale-degree 3). Morley is compelled to confirm the A 
minor centricity of his canzonet with a cadence first on the dominant, then two 
cadences on the tonie; Marenzio, unlike Morley, opts for a modally-inspired 
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cadence on C, and does not confinn his modal final (A) until the last cadence of 
the villanelle. 
Morley's B section contains original material that has no predecessor in 
Marenzio's model. It is reproduced in Ex. 4.7: 
Ex. 4.7. Morley, Loshejlies, mm. 12-17 
Homophony in S2, \ Il 
S2 
tJ 
Cadence on C 
Corna l 
But why do 1 com- plain 
Cacâü2 
1 
Cadence on C 
me. com - plain__ me, 
fi But why do 1 com· plain me, but why do 1 com· plain_ 
AI~~~~~~~~~ 
me, 
~ ~ 
fi But wb,:;..., do 1 com· plain me. but wh~' do 1 com· plain me. 
Tlm8~~~ 
~} 
why_.do com - plain But 1 me. 
B 
But why do J com-plain me, 
Morley's B section contains a great amount of texturaI variety for such a short 
section. This is accomplished by the use of two semichoirs: the first semichoir 
(mm. 12-14) is made up of the lowest four voices, and the second (mm. 14-17) is 
made up of the highest three voices. The B section begins with homorhythm in 
the lowest four voices (Morley's T voice enters one quarter note before the S2, A, 
and B voices in order to create sorne rhythmic independence within the 
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homorhythmic presentation), and then closes with a cadence on C in m. 14. 
Before this cadence occurs, the 51 voice enters on the last quarter note of m. 13 
with a variation of the melody just presented in m. 12, creating madrigalesque 
melodic overlap. The 52 voice enters in m. 14 with the same melody as the 51 in 
caccia imitation. The texture in mm. 15-17 is reduced to the three uppermost 
voices, and the A voice accompanies the caccia between 51 and 52 with a 
countermelody that begins simultaneously with the 52's entry. This three-voice, 
lightly-imitative phrase closes with a cadence on C that is signified by two 
cadential suspensions in the 52 and 51 voices in m. 16 - the cadence that ends 
Marenzio's B section has only one suspension. 
The texts ofMorley's and Marenzio's respective C sections contain 
references to pain - Marenzio's text refers to pene (pain), and Morley's refers to 
being slain by love. Both composers use note bianche to represent this, and their 
C sections are compared in Ex. 4.8: 
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Ex. 4.8. Morley, Lo she flies, mm. 17-23 compared with Marenzio, Fuggiro tanto 
amore, mm. 13-19 
Morley mm. 17-23 Cadence on E 
Say __ If __ 1 dIe. she hath un kind-Iy slain me. 
1\ L._.1-------j5 -:T~:-·F:-~~ --1 1 1 -r--,-- '-_."I"-------p 
S1IS2 
~ ~-------~- 1 1 ,t---,-
\und 
17--------f> " 
'r\ 1 1\ Say if 1 die, she hath un -
-1 IYI slain mr, Say 
A 
~ --------_ ... 
Say if 1 di] s~1 ha] un kind - ~ slain me. Say 1 -t-------r , 1 0 0 
TIB 
1 fi'--- --~- 1 1. L ____ .r __ + __ ~-Say die, she, hath un-kind-ly slain me. 
Marenzio mm. 13-19 Cadence onA 
Il a\ ma"in tan te pe ne 
S/A 
~ ~;-J , . 2L--]3 le 1 4-------:3 ma"iD- tav pe ne. 
B 
al maAin tant - te pe ne. 
Pike's discussion of note bianche style states that, although note bianche 
was a musical style that appealed to madrigal composers in order to illustrate 
grief, there were sorne dangers inherent in the use of this style, particularly the 
risk of a drop in the sense of forward motion.86 According to Pike's criteria, 
Marenzio falls into this trap: the final six measures of Fuggiro tanto amore are in 
note bianche style, and lack the forward motion found in mm. 17-23 ofMorley's 
parody. Regardless of Pikes' criteria, Marenzio' s note bianche style creates a 
musical atmosphere of dying away appropriate for this particular phrase, which is 
the final phrase ofhis villanelle. Morley's corresponding phrase, however, is not 
the end of his canzonet. The use of straightforward note bianche in the manner of 
86 Pike, 1 09. 
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Marenzio's villanelle would result in a lag ofrhythmic motion in the middle of 
Morley' s canzonet. Morley must therefore adorn his note bianche with moments 
ofrhythmic interest. Because his text has more syllables than Marenzio's, Morley 
is able to introduce small moments of note nere style within his note bianche 
section in order to give his parody the rhythmic interest that his modellacks. 
These moments of rhythmic interest, as indicated by horizontal dotted lines in Ex. 
4.8, are made possible by the judicious use of repeated quarter and dotted-quarter-
eighth rhythms. Morley, like Marenzio, also makes use of suspensions in the note 
bianche style, especially as indicators of the cadence on E in m. 23 - Marenzio 
has only one suspension leading into his final cadence on A, while Morley has 
two. Morley uses a cross-relation between two inner voices in the same register 
over the same triadic root (indicated by an arrow in Ex. 4.8) as a transitional 
device into the next phrase - this same device is used in Those dainty daffadillies 
(Ex. 3.3) and Fire! fire! (Ex. 3.6). There is no equivalent cross-relation in 
Marenzio's villanelle; however, Marenzio precedes his final cadence with a 
striking diminished fourth between the S and A voices that is not appropriated by 
Morley until the final four measures of his model. 
The final cadence of Fuggiro tanto amore (m. 19) is the only cadence on 
A in the entire villanelle - like Al primo vostro sguardo, cadential confinnation of 
the modal final does not come until the last cadence of the villanelle. In contrast 
to Marenzio, Morley confinns A minor as the home key early on in ms canzonet 
with two cadences on A in the canzonet's frrst section. After two cadences on C 
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in Morley' s B section, A minor is reconfirrned as the home key in the C section 
with a cadence on the dominant in m. 23, followed by a final cadence on the tonic 
in m. 35. This final cadence on A is preceded by a dramatic build-up of dominant 
harrnony using strict, madrigalesque imitation. Ex. 4.9a demonstrates this: 
Ex. 4.9a. Morley, La she jlies, mm. 31-35 
V pcd_ (uppe!) 
Il 
SI 
.v 
she bath un - Idnd - Iy un - kind - Iy slain me, 
1\ 
S2 
." dÎc, 
fl 
she bath \un-kind. Iy ~Ia~ 
\. /, 1 ,",,-
mc. 
il. 
Il_ 
die. sbe bath un - kind· Iy slain me. 
fl Œî 
-----. 
1 
T 
t 
me shc halb un·kind-Iv un • kind ly slain me. 
li 
(bath) lUI kind !y .lain me. V ped _________________ _ 
Ex. 4.9a contains the last phrase of La she jlies. The B voice's dominant 
pedal is the frrst indicator of the impending final cadence - a cadential indicator 
that does not occur in Marenzio' s model. Over this pedal, the upper four voices 
engage in strict imitation. AIl of these entries are at the same time interva1 (two 
quarter notes), and at the same transposition (due to the retained dominant 
harrnony). Two slightly different versions of the subject are presented. The frrst 
(labelled as 'l'in Ex. 4.9a) is stated in the SI and T voices, and ends on an E 
pitch reiterated with an ascending leap of an octave. The SI voice, in fact, retains 
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its E pitch from mm. 32-35, presenting an upper-voice dominant pedal to 
complement the B voice's low pedal. The second version of the subject (labelled 
as '2' in Ex. 4.9a) is presented tirst by the A voice, and is immediately followed 
by the S2 voice. In this second version of the subject, a G-sharp is cross-related 
with a G-natural four quarter notes later. Whether or not Morley intended this 
particular chromaticism is ambiguous. Consider Ex. 4.9b: 
Ex. 4.9b. Morley, Lo she jlies, S2 and A voices, fmal phrase87 
l 
~1;lliiE~~t 
J Ifyo.l c1ye. Say if Illy,. Ibct bada~111aiaa ~ 
Final phrase of Lo she jlies, S2 voice 
L1iiue 111«. Say ir 1 dye,l dyt. ~ ltàlhwomly Jlaq.: . a~ 
Final phrase of Lo she jlies, A voice 
Ex. 4.9b contains scans of the S2 and A voice parts from Morley's 1595 
Bal/etts (the beginnings ofthe phrase shown in Ex. 4.9a are indicated with 
arrows). Since music notation in the Renaissance did not include bar lines, the 
application of accidentaIs is often ambiguous. The sharps actually printed in 
87 The sc ans ofthese two voice parts are taken from Morley's The First Book of 
Bal/etts to Five Voices (London: Thomas East, 1595). Electronic reproduction, 
Early English Books Online, 30 May 2007 <http://eebo.chadwick.com>. 
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Morley's publication (as seen in Ex. 4.9a) are included in the 1965 FelloweslDart 
edition of Morley's Bal/etts, and the G pitches not marked as sharp were 
presumed by Fellowes/Dart to be naturaI. These G-naturals are not explicitly 
indicated as such in Ex. 4.9b; however, the juxtaposition of the raised leading tone 
(G-sharp) with the lowered subtonic (G-natural) directly preceding a cadence is 
uncharacteristic of the canzonet style. If these naturals are indeed what Morley 
intended, then they create a striking chromatic oscillation between G-sharp and G-
natural due to the close separation (two quarter notes) of the S2 and A voices' 
entries in m. 32. If all G pitches were intended by Morley to be sharp, the S2 and 
A voices' melodic lines would each contain two occurrences of a diminished 
fourth interval, mirroring the vertical diminished fourth that occurs between 
Marenzio's S and A voices prior to the villanelle's final cadence (Ex. 4.8, m. 17). 
An ascending melodic outline of a diminished fourth occurs between the G-sharps 
and C-naturals in the FeUoweslDart edition; the subsequent leap back down to a G 
pitch reiterates this diminished fourth only if Morley intended aU G pitches to be 
sharp in this passage. 
In addition to the chromatic intensity of these final four measures, the 
entries in mm. 31-32 present enlarged caccia technique because they begin on the 
same pitch and foUow each other in close rhythmic succession. (Caccia 
technique usuaUy only occurs between two voices, and in this instance it occurs 
among four.) The long expansion of dominant harmony leading up to a final 
cadence, the use of strict imitation, the presence of caccia technique, and the 
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chromatic colour in mm. 32-34 infuse the final phrase of La she j/ies with the 
traits ofa madrigal. In fact, the final phrase (mm. 123-127) of Morley's own 
madrigal Hard by a crystal fountain (published in the Triumphs of Oriana, 1601) 
contains most of these same traits: an extended dominant pedal in both the lowest 
and an upper voice, strict imitation over a pedal point, and caccia technique 
presented among three voices. 
La shej/ies contains many instances of Morley's techniques of genre 
upgrading. Variation in the number ofvoices (technique lc) occurs in mm. 5-8 
and mm. 12-17 of Morley's parody. Morley admixes traditional madrigalesque 
traits (technique 2c) into bis canzonet parody in two forms: strict imitation in mm. 
8-12, and caccia technique in mm. 31-35. The addition of chromaticism occurs in 
the form of cross-relations in m. 23 and (possibly) mm. 33-34, and cadential 
indicators (suspensions and pedal points) are added to cadences in mm. 16 and 35 
(technique 3c). 
In both Lady, those cherries plenty and La she j/ies, Morley 
simultaneously accomplishes two types of genre upgrading: a change of genre 
from villanelle to canzonet, and the admixture of both of these canzonets with 
traits of the madrigal. The canzonet parodies published in Morley Balletts were 
more sophisticated than the Italian canzonets published in the transalpine 
collections, and, soon after, other Elizabethan composers followed his lead in 
composing genre-enhanced canzonets akin to madrigals. In this way, Morley 
contributed to the evolution of the canzonet genre, from the short, simplistic 
Italian form to the lengthy, contrapuntally-elaborate English form that would 
populate subsequent publications of canzonets by Morley and other Elizabethan 
composers.88 
88 Kerman, The Elizabethan Madrigal, 158. 
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Conclusion 
It is rare to be able to study Renaissance composers' works in tandem with 
their theoretical writings, since composers of this era often did not produce 
treatises. The case of Thomas Morley, then, is a unique and valuable one: his 
treatise provides a glimpse of the opinions of an actual, working composer who 
continued to shape the musical trends of Elizabethan England weIl into the 
seventeenth century. 
This study has shown that Morley's opinions about the hierarchy of Italian 
madrigal genres, as presented in his Plain and Easy Introduction to Practical 
Music, were not just theorization - they translated directly to his work as a 
composer and parodist. While Morley admired Marenzio and praised him in his 
treatise, he also engaged in competition with him, producing parodies that 
transformed Marenzio's villanelles into works of an improved genre. The first 
step in Morley's parodic process was to actually change the title genre ofhis 
villanelle model into either a ballett or canzonet, both "light" genres that were 
popular among the amateur musicians of Elizabethan England.89 In addition to 
this primary upgrade, Morley also infused his parodies with the secondary 
characteristics of genres even higher in the Introduction's hierarchy. Most 
frequently these traits were of the summit genre, the madrigal. 
89 Kerman, The Elizabethan Madrigal, 249. 
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Morley's remarkable transfonnations of four of Marenzio's simplistic, 
rustic, three-voice villanelles into complex, sophisticated, five-voice balletts and 
canzonets is a testament to his skill as a parodist. By admixing his parodies with 
genre-enhanced traits, Morley tumed Marenzio's villanelles into pieces of a 
higher calibre, appropriate for the well-educated consumers of Morley's music. 
The publication of these genre-enhanced parodies helped to establish the long-
lasting popularity ofEnglish madrigals - a popularity that is attested to in their 
frequent perfonnances to this day. 
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Appendix 1. Complete List of Morley's Parodies and their Corresponding 
Models 
Parody Title Model TitIe Model Model Comparison Parody 
and Year of Composer Genre of Model and Genre 
Pub. and Year Parody 
of Pub. Genres 
About the may- Al suon Trofeo, B aIl ett = Ballett 
polenew d'una 1584 
(1595a) sampogna 
Arise, awake, Adieu, adieu Morley, Madrigal = Madrigal 
you silly 1597a 
shepherds 
(1601) 
Dainty fine Vezzosette Gastoldi, Ballett = Ballett 
sweetnymph ninfe 1591 
(1595a) 
Flora, wilt thou Flora, morir Anerio, Canzonet = Canzonet 
torment me? debb'io 1586 
(1595c) 
Fire! tire! A la strada Marenzio, Villanelle + Ballett 
(1595a) 1585 
Fire and Caggia Anerio, Canzonet = Canzonet 
1ightening from fuoco da1 1586 
heaven (l595c) cielo 
Goye,my Gitene Anerio, Canzonet = Canzonet 
canzonets canzonette 1586 
(l595c) 
Hard by a Ove tra Croce, Madrigal = Madrigal 
crystal fountain l'herb'ei 1592 
(1601) fion 
ln nets of Divaghe Felis, 1585 Canzonet = Canzonet 
golden wires fila d'oro 
(1595c) 
1 should for 10 morirei Anerio, Canzonet = Canzonet 
grief and d'affano 1586 
anguish 
(1595c) 
Lady, those Al primo Marenzio, Villanelle + Canzonet 
cherries plenty vostro 1584 
(1595a) sguardo 
Leave, al as, Non mi Ferretti, Canzonet + Madrigal 
this date 1569 
tormenting tormento 
(1595a) 
Lo hear another Ecco Vecchi, Canzonet = Canzonet 
lover (l595c) novello 1585 
amor 
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Lo she flies Fuggiro Marenzio, Villanelle + Canzonet 
(1595a) tanto 1584 
amore 
Miraculous Miracolo Anerio, Canzonet = Canzonet 
love's d'amore 1586 
wounding 
(1595c) 
My bonny lass Questa Gastoldi, Ballett = Ballett 
she smileth dolce sirena 1591 
(1595a) 
My heart, why Perche tormi Croce, Canzonet = Canzonet 
hast thou il cor mio 1588 
taken? (l597b) 
No, no, Nigella Possa morir Gastoldi, Ballett = Ballett 
(1 595a) chi t'ama 1591 
Now is the Se ben mi Vecchi, Ballett = Ballett 
month of c'ha bon 1590 
maying (1 595a) tempo 
o thou that art o tu che mi Anerio, Canzonet = Canzonet 
so cruel daipene 1586 
(1595c) 
Phillis, 1 vain Filli morir Croce, Dialogue = Dialogue 
would die now vore! 1592 
(1 595a) 
Shoot, false Viver lieto Gastoldi, Ballett = Ballett 
love, 1 care not voglio 1591 
(1595a) 
Since my te ars Poi che'l Lassus, Madrigal = Madrigal 
and lamenting mio largo 158315 
(1594) pianto 
Sing we and A lieta vita Gastoldi, Ballett = Ballett 
chant it (1595a) 1591 
Sweet nymph, Su questi Anerio, Canzonet = Canzonet 
come to thy fior t'aspetto 1586 
lover (1595c) 
Those dainty Le rose Marenzio, Villanelle + Ballett 
daffodillies fronde e 1584 
(1595a) fiori 
Thus saith my Al piacer Gastoldi, Ballett = Ballett 
Galatea (1 595a) alla gioia 1591 
What saith my Piacer, gioia Gastoldi, Ballett = Ballett 
dainty darling? 1591 
(1 595a) 
When, 10, by Quando la Anerio, Canzonet = Canzonet 
break of vaga Flori 1586 
morning 
(1 595c) 
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Why weeps, Non dubitar Ferretti, Canzonet = Canzonet 
alas, my lady? 1569 
(l595a) 
You that wont Vagheninfe Gastoldi, Ballett = Ballett 
to my pipes' 1591 
sound (1595a) 
Parodies that are higher in the genre hierarchy than their respective models are in 
bold text. 
This table is based on the compilation of Morley's works by Phillip Brett with 
Tessa Murray s.v. "Morley, Thomas," in Stanley Sadie and John Tyrrell eds., New 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd ed. (London: Macmillan, 2001), 
XVII: 131-132. 
The dates in parentheses in the 'Parody' column refer to the publications of 
Thomas Morley in order of publication, as found in New Grove s.v. "Morley, 
Thomas": 
1593: Canzonets or Little Short Songs to Three Voices 
1594: Madrigals to Four Voices: the First Book 
1595a: The First Book of Balletts to Five Voices 
1595b: Il primo !ibro di bal/ette (Italian edition of 1595a) 
1595c: The First Book of Canzonets to Two Voices 
1597a: Canzonets or Little Short Airs to Five and Six Voices 
1597b: Canzonets or Little Short Airs to Four Voices 
1601: The Triumphs ofOriana to 5 and 6 Voices (compilation, edited by Morley) 
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